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The objectives of the study were to determine l) how govern­
ment land was converted to private ownership} 2) the consequences 
incurred due to the custom of "just taking" timber from government 
land into private ownerships 3) "the size and extent of the larger 
holdings} 4) the role of the small land owner as the government's 
policies transformed from its conversion of the public land into small, 
independent homesteads, to its reserving vast tracts of the public 
domain and or,=ranizing an a^eency to ad.minister the land and timber} 
5) the development of the log^rinp: and sawmilling industry from 1845 to 
the tiarn of the century} and 6) the condition of the forest resources 
during the latter third of the nineteenth century. 
These objectives were completed first by considering the 
present State of Montana as a case study, and then by exeimining 
national laws pertaininr to the ?^iveaway or sale of public lands and/or 
timber} inspecting area newspapers, articles in periodicals, and 
congressional proceedinr^s and reports} and studying the papers of 
Clarence C. Strong, who has researched extensively the sawmill history 
of Western Montaina. 
A lumber industry was one of the earliest to become established 
in the Territory, and local dependence on lumber whet aui antagonism 
toward eastern jurisdiction. Montanans continually defied poorly 
written federal laws regarding timber amd timberlands, but in 1891 the 
conservation forces scored a landmark victory when Congress granted 
to the President the power to set aside timbered portions of the public 
domain as forest reserves. The government no longer visprously 
encouraged private ownership, and private owners were blamed for poor 
management practices and for being responsible for unstable conditions 
in the lumber industry. However, the circumstances under which the 
conservation battle was won have altered considerably. While the 
concept of national forests and the application of practical forestry 
have been accepted, the priorities of the woodlands have shifted} 
other tangible and intangible values contest timber for levels of 
importance, and these shifts must be recognized and appraised by all 
persons bearing direct responsibilities for our forests and forest 
lands. 
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PREFACE 
From the eaxliest colonial times the dominant land policy in 
America encouraged settlement of unoccupied laM as quickly as 
feasible, in order to build economic and military strength. Although 
scattered large plantations appeared in the South, the objective in 
New Ensrland was to establish small family-size farms. The trend 
towards small ownership was strengthened by the American Revolution 
and its corresponding democratic goals, and the movement eventually 
culminated in the Homestead Act of 1862, whereby individvial settlers 
could be awarded l60 acres of free land. 
Our earliest land policies were designed for agricultural land 
or forested larvd that would eventually be cleared and converted to 
farminfT, The lack of adequate provisions for the sale of timber 
and timberlands encouraged timber fraud and theft, and later the 
development of modern methods of sawmilling and transportation aided 
in enlarginr the scope of forest exploitation. 
By the 1^60's and 70's individuals concerned about the future 
supply of timber tried to bring these matters to public attention, 
and in 1^75 ConTress debated public versus private ownership. 
Theorizinjr that whatever use was made of the land by the owner would 
also be in the best interest of the general public, the national 
legislators decided in favor of private ownership, and in 1878 passed 
the Free Timber and the Timber and Stone acts. These acts were 
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desl.^ned to transfer small tracts of forest land to settlers and 
others who needed the timber ajid could protest it. However, the 
failure of the :<7:overnment to transfer land in small blocks to private 
ownership v;as illustrated by the first national survey of the status 
of private ownership of forest lands. This revealed that four-fifths 
of the nation's forests had passed into private ownership, but nearly 
half of the nrivate timber was held by 195 large owners. Forest 
destructiveness, however, did not decrease, on either small or large 
timber holding's, and in 1891 Con^nress finally allowed an act to pass 
which empowered the President to reserve public timberlcinds (White, 
1950). 
The time preceding the settling aside of reserves, then, is 
pertinant in determining the evolution of the forest policy of a 
repion, and it is from this period of Montana's forest history—from 
the tine of settlement, the development of a lumber industry, and local 
abuse of eastern laws until a national policy of forest protection 
prevailed—that our present forest ownership patterns and forest 
policy are derived. 
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GHAPIER I 
INIRODUCTION 
Durins: the last forty years of the nineteenth century when 
Montana was Ijeins^ settled ty white Americans, the right of an 
individual or a firm to cut timber on federal land that was not 
otherwise being used went almost unquestioned on the local level. 
But before the close of the century Montanans began to notice barren, 
cutover hills, and springtime flooding that had never occurred before. 
There were longer and longer distances to accessible timber. The 
territory's policy of indifference had to change, and this change 
had to be pushed from eastern sources, especially Congress. Yet 
evolution of Montana's forest policy was more than a struggle of East 
against West, and it is the objective of this paper to examine the 
formation of that policy and discuss how that policy applies to 
current conditions. This will be accoii5)lished by considering l) how 
government land was converted to private ownership; 2) the consequences 
incurred due to the custom of "just taking" timber from government 
forest lands and due to the fratidulent transfer of government land 
into private ownership} 3) the size and extent of the larger holdings; 
k) the role of the small land owner as the government's policies 
transformed from its conversion of public land into smsdl, independent 
homesteads, to its resei^ring vast tracts of the public domain sind 
organizing an agency to administer the land and timber; 5) the 
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development of the lodging and sawmillin^ industry from 1845 to the 
turn of the centirryj and 6) the condition of the forest resources 
durine: the latter third of the nineteenth centtiry. 
These objectives were completed tjy examining national laws 
pertaining to the giveaway or sale of public leinds and/or timber; 
inspecting area newspapers, articles in periodicals, and congressional 
proceedings and reports; and studying the papers of Clarence C. Strong, 
who has researched extensively the sawmill history of Western Montana. 
The results of the study have been organized into four 
chapters t 
ChapterH traces the evolution of the national forest policy 
and also smnmarizes federal laws that concerned the giveaway or sale 
of public timber lands. 
Chapter III considers early settlement, the condition of the 
forest resources, and the immediate effects of the timbered environ­
ment on Montana's early citizenery. These first two sections serve 
as a background against which the following two divisions axe set. 
Chapter IV follows the emergence and establishment of the 
lumber industry which became vital to Montana economically and 
politically. 
Chapter V reveals local disrespect for federal timber laws. 
It also demonstrates the power that wealthy individuals and corpora­
tions maintained over strict government control of the land. 
GHAPIER II 
UNITED STATES FOREST POLICY IN PERSPECTIVE 
1626 - 1905 
Although the earliest white Americans migrated from Europe, 
where forests were already being managed on the basis of sustained 
yield, they ravaged the wild forests of North America with a reckless 
abandon. Their European legacy was forgotten until the late 1800's, 
when young men, such as Gifford Pinchot, went overseas to study for­
estry and bring new knowledge and ideas back to the United States, and 
when naturalized citizens named Carl Schurz and Bernhard E, Femow 
brought leadership to the conservation movement. 
THE EARLY SETTLERS 
The early settlers probably would have preferred America had 
it not been blessed with such magnificent forests. Forests provided 
fuel and construction materials, but they also held up progress and 
gave sanctuary to Indians and wild animals. The colonists' attitude, 
however, was not shared with them by the ruling countary. Great 
Britain established a more positive position by reserving all white 
pine trees two feet in diameter for ship masts and shipbxiilding, and 
forbade the colonists to cut any of these selected trees, which were 
marked with a broad arrow. 
ITiere were exceptions to the rather indifferent attitude of 
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most of the settlers# As early as 1626 Plymouth Colony passed an 
ordinance declaring that timber would not be sold or transported from 
the colony without approval of the governor and council. Maaiy of 
Plymouth's neisrhborinis: colonies regulated the exportation of lumber 
from common ground. An order, passed in Plymouth only forty years 
later, stated that several towns in the color^r were facing wood 
shortages. In 1681 William Penn declared that for every five acres 
cleared, one acre shou^-d be left in forest. By 1683 Elizabethtown, 
New Jersey, became alarmed at timber trespass and waste, and enacted 
laws against such practices. 
Strict laws aitainst the setting of forest fires were also 
passed 'by some of the colonies shortly after being established, and 
a law passed in Massachusetts in 17^3 explicitly cited fires as 
being harmful to young tree growth and to the soil, A North Carolina 
act declared that forest fires were "'extremely prejudicial to the 
soil'" (Ise, 1920), 
The first American legislation based on sustained yield was 
passed at Albany, New York, in 1772 whereby persons were forbidden to 
bring into Albany any wood below certain specified diauneters. Another 
law passed by Massachusetts forbade the cutting of white pine without 
a license. Strangely enough, this law resembled the "broad arrow" 
policy of the British which had stirred up so much opposition among 
the colonists. 
During the early national period some laws were passed to 
establish reserves of oak for the navy, but these tracts proved to be 
of minor significance to the government or to citizens. The little 
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concern there had been for timber preservation only dimished as the 
nation grew and coal was introduced as fuel. Isolated individuals 
sent forth cries of protest, such as the one issued ly Harland 
Goultras, who warned of the "'mischievous consequences which /vovl^ 
ensue'" (ise, 1920,) if the woods kept disappearing. Again, however, 
these cries were merely exceptions, and did not express the nation's 
attitude, 
Althotifth some conservation legislation had been passed it was 
usually not enforced, and it did not reflect the common sentiment of 
the people. Timber still seemed inexhaustible! timber on prospective 
farmland was burned because there was no ready market; sawmills were 
not permanent — they simply moved on after the area was razed; 
some mills discarded slabs of pine thick enough to sell as first grade 
lumber today; muddy logs at the bottom of a boom were sometimes set 
adrift so a lumber crew would not have to clean or handle them; and 
occasionally prime white pine logs or whole trees would be dumped into 
rivers merely to be disposed of• 
It seems that the growing population might have known better, 
considerinfT that the limited forests in Europe were already being 
manar-ed and by observing that the Indians apparently lived in harmony 
with the woodlands. However, the people of America had never been 
confined by the barriers of geoCTaphy, and short-range use was their 
philosophy until well past the Civil Rax, 
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PUBLIC LAMD POLICY 
The federal land system for the disposition of the public 
domain was created by Easterners and repeatedly has been proven as 
unsuitable in its western application. The lawmakers of the humid 
East were not familiar with the arid and semi-arid conditions of the 
West, and therefore established a system based on eastern custom 
rather than on western needs. Westerners were "confronted with a 
law on one hand and a necissity on the other. In such a case .«• 
/practice, or custom, first worked out a new land system ... and law 
cautiously followed after" (Webb, 1931)* 
Land Laws 
The first law passed for the disposal of public lands by the 
new confederation .government was the Land Ordinance of 1785f which 
provided for the surveying of western lands into six-mile-sq.uare 
townships before sale. This law was a compromise between the tradi­
tional New Ensrland manner of selling previously surveyed land to 
e;roups or companies, and the Old South practice of letting individual 
pioneers stake out their own farms in a helter-skelter manner 
(Ganraty, 1966), In 1796 Congress provided for the sale of land in 
tracts of 6^0 acres and larger. In 1800 the size of the minimum 
tract was reduced to 320 acres, and was further reduced to I60 acres 
in IBO'^-, to 80 in 1820, and to 40 in I832. 
Before the American frontier moved from the humid regions of 
the East there was a tendency to reduce the size of the tract 
offered for sale. A farmer of the wood-land could most economically 
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utilize a land unit of about 80 acres or less. But the passage of 
the Homestead Act of 1862 marked the beginning of a reversal of this 
process. This act provided settlers with l60 acres of free land after 
a five year period of residence and cultivation, or after six months' 
residence the claimant might "commute" his entrj', that is, purchase 
the land at $125 an acre (U.S. Stat, at Large, XIl). This marked the 
adoption of the idea "that the interests of the government might be 
subserved best by providing free homes for the settler and finding 
compensation in the increased national prosperity and increased 
property values to serve as the basis of public revenue" ('Webb, 193l)» 
Besides being free, the land unit was also enlarged to l60 acres, and 
was gradually increased to 640 acres, and in Tfexas to 5120 acres 
(Webb, 1931). 
Ttie more important laws which closely pertained to forest 
lands were passed during and after the Civil War. They includedt 
(1) the Timber Culture Act of 1873—offered l60 acres to 
persons planting and maintaining forty acres of timber on any quarter 
section of land. Homestead settlers were also eligible at the end of 
three years if for two years they kept timber growing on one sixteenth 
of their claims (U.S. Stat, at Large, XVII). 
(2) the Desert Land Act—offered land at $1,25 sm acre to 
the settler who would irrigate and subsequently cultivate it (U.S. 
Stat, at Large, XIX). 
(3) the Free Timber Act of 1878—provided that residents of 
the Rocky Mountain states, including Montana, might cut timber on 
mineral lands for domestic pui^poses, especiatlly mining (U.S. Stat. 
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at Large, XX), 
(k) the Timber and Stone Act of I878—much the saune as the 
Free Timber Act, except it applied to the coastal states and Nevada, 
Purchases were limited to I60 acres at a minimum price of $2,50 an 
acre (U.S. Stat, at Large, XX). This act was modified in 1892 to 
include all of the western states, 
A general revision of these land laws was passed in I89I, but 
it failed to purge all of the provisions which encouraged fraud. It 
did, however, repeal the pre-emption laws, amend the Desert Land and 
Homestead laws to discourage frauds, and abolish public land sales. 
Most important, it provided for the setting aside of forest reserves 
(U,S, Stat, at Large, XXVl), 
Another means by which the public lands were disposed incliiied 
the railroad grants offered by Congress, Authorized railroad compan­
ies were given a ̂ 0 mile wide swath of alternate sections of land 
following the route of the road. If lands within this claim were 
already settled or were classified as mineral, the company could then 
choose alternate surveyed sections for aii additional ten miles past the 
original grant. 
These laws, not including the railroad grants, were based on 
the philosophy that every American citizen had a right to share in 
the land. Regrettably, these laws were vague and the land was not 
distributed equally as intended. Frauds were common and large tracts 
of choice timber were quickly swept up. For example: using the Pre­
emption Law, dummy entrymen were employed by companies to gain large 
areas of valuable land; irrigation ditches built under the Desert Land 
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Law often failed to carry water; and dwellings built according to the 
Homestead Act were constructed in measurements of inches, not feet 
(Greeley, 1951)• 
The General Latri Office and the Department of Interior 
Created in 1812 and placed within the Department of the 
Interior in 1886, the General Land Office (GLO) was charged with 
administering the public domain. From the sixties through the 
eighties its main task was getting rid of millions of acres of land, 
but was wholly incapable of doing so efficiently. The GLO was 
characteristically understaffed and sadly financed. In 1888 only two 
agents were employed to investigate trespass cases involving neaxly 
57 million boaird feet of timber. The agents were cautioned to confine 
their investis-ations only to "cases of mascnitude and to the operations 
of parties who maJce a business of speculating in the public timber" 
(Report, Comm. of GLO, 1888, X). 
The Secretaries of the Interior never felt obligated to 
establish consistent policies regarding land and timber, Carl Schurz 
joined the fiabinet in 1877» and advocated a sound forest policy and 
other conservation measiares. To him the forests were exhaustible, and 
he declared that it was "the highest time that the old notion that the 
timber belongs to anybody and everybody, to be cut down and taken off 
at pleasure, should give way" (Report, Sec, of Int., I878, IX). In 
1882 Henry H, Teller, Senator from Colorado, was appointed Secretary, 
and he, unlike Schurz, greatly sympathized with western business 
interests. Ex-senator Lucius Q.G, Lajnar of Mississippi succeeded 
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Teller. He worked to improve the land service and appointed WilliauB 
Andrew Jackson Sparks of Illinois as Commissioner of the GLO. Sparks 
labored to improve the practices and conditions of the GIX3, aiid almost 
made it an independent department. John W. Noble of Missouri was 
appointed Secretary in 1891; he liberally interpreted the land laws to 
hasten the inspection of timber cases? consequently, none could be 
examined ceirefully. Oddly enough, at the same time, he appeared 
sincerely interested in public timberlands, and later accomplished 
much for their preservation (ise, 1920). 
The Need for Protection and Administration 
With forest land cheap and easy to acquire, the lumber 
industry expanded rapidly. Because of the a:eneraJL feeling that there 
would always be plenty of wood, there was absolutely no forest 
protection, and fires ran rampant. As a result of this carelessness 
the land was ravaged and timber was wasted, i-'ires daunaged timber and 
destroyed seedlings; water and wind eroded the land relentlessly} 
acres were stripped clean and could not be economically farmed; dis­
appearing timber meant disappearing economies and ghost towns became 
almost commonplace. The "cut-out-and-get-out" lumbermen were to blame, 
but so too was the entire nation for its intentions of advancement and 
exploitation. Finally, the cties of timber famine were expressed by 
men such as Schurz, Congress and the public began to take action, 
1875 the American Forestry Association was formed, becoming 
the first conservation orf^anization in the United States; Congress 
directed the Commissioner of Agriculture to appoint someone to make 
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a general stvxiy of the coxantry's forest resources; and in 1881 the 
Division of Forestry was created in the Department of Agriculture. In 
1091 Congress took a major step forward when it authorized the President 
to make withdrawals from the public domain and establish forest 
reserves. These forests were simply set aside, aiid public use or 
entry was not permitted. 
Western Congressmen, fearful that these withdrawals would 
threaten the development of the West, applied pressure and forced 
Congress to define the role of the Reserves, A law passed in 1897 
provided the guidin.^ principles, much like the Multiple-Use Act does 
today; however, it contained many loopholes and limited the purpose 
of the Reserves to protecting watersheds and providing for a contin­
uous supply of timber. Other uses, such as recreation, htinting, 
fishing, the protection of wildlife, and the grazing of stock were 
either omitted or were merely "permissive," However, the passage of 
this new law meant that Congress had accepted the forests on the 
principle of preservation. Nevertheless, C-ifford Pinchot, Chief of 
the Division of Forestry, wanted not only a purpose for the Reserves, 
but he wanted them staffed with a coiTps of professional foresters. In 
1905, as the hin-hlir^ht of the first conservation era, his dreams 
were realized. On February 1, Congress passed the act that transfer­
red the Forest Reserves from the Department of Interior to the 
Department of Agriculture, A month later the Bureau of Forestry 
became the United States Forest Sean^ice, and the Reseirves received a 
new titleI National Forests, 
NEW CONCEPTS 
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The results of the crusade for conservation were astonishing, 
American public opinion and American politics had been revolutionized. 
People learned that the millions of acres of forests fvilfilled many 
pxirposes# Forests were not just trees, but also timber, water, wild­
life habitat, grazing for stock, and recreation for people# They were 
not just sources of game, fuel, and construction materials, but were 
also windbreaks, flood breaks, and monotony breaks. A basic change 
in national thinkine: was being brought about. 
A NEW ERA 
Conservation and preservation of oiir forests axe not concepts 
that originated within the last hundred years. They did gain momentum 
during the last decades of the nineteenth century and continue to 
develop during the twentieth century. Conservation gained prominence 
as the result of indivudual leadership by men such as Carl Schurz, 
Bernard E. Fernow, Gifford Pinchot, John Muir, George P. Marsh, ani 
others. But the controlling interest in the national government was 
held by people from the humid region east of the Mississippi; therefore, 
Congress was consistently prejudiced against any conservation measures 
that arose, while most timber-steal measures were given favorable 
hearings. John Ise points out that the only two intelligent land 
laws passed bryr Congress in the nineteenth century were secured because 
"Congress did not «'et a chaJice to quash ̂ he Forest Reserve Acj^, 
while the act of 1897 was drawn a 'theoretical* scientist, and 
pushed through Congress on an appropriation bill." He goes on to 
stress the inability of Congressional members to understand the 
necessity of forest reserves and the inability of Congress "to pursue 
an intelligent policy regarding sinything" (Ise, 1920). During the 
twentieth century, Congress, while still wrestling with controversial 
legislation, became more conservation-minded with the rise of 
environmental groups and an environmental philosophy. 
CHAPTER III 
MONTANA'S EARLY SETTLEMENT, RESOURCES, 
AND POLICY 
1860-190'^ 
The State of Montana has no logical or natural boundaries, 
save for that portion of the western perimeter which rides the crest 
of the Bitterroot Range. The eastern three-quarters of the state are, 
for the most part, treeless, flat, semiarid, and covered with short 
grass, Hiis region is subject to periodic droughts, hailstorms, 
blizzards, and other extremes of weather. The geography of the western 
portion is in great contrast. Mountain ranges, generally running in 
north-south directions, cut through the state and shelter the high 
valleys that lie between them, Montana's western side also harbors a 
treasure of natural resources including gold, silver, and copper ore; 
fertile agrictiltural land; and timber. 
EARLY SETTLEMENT 
The Territory of Montana remained remote even after other 
portions of the West had been settled. It was, however, one of the 
earliest to be explored, since Lewis and Clark spent more time 
within the present boundaries than in any other state. The whites who 
followed that historic expedition were trappers, and they were 
searching for beaver; they came, worked the streams, and moved on to 
other locations. Next came the missionaries, beginning in 1840, ajnd 
_ li^ -
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they were looking for Indian souls to convert to Christianity. Then 
came the miners, who were seeking gold and quick fortunes. 
On their way back to Iowa from the gold fields of California 
James and Granville Stuart amd Reese Anderson fovind colors on Gold 
Creek in 1858, but it was not until 1862 that they go adequate tools 
to investigate thoroughly their discovery. Their operations were not 
too successful, but in July a real strike took place farther south on 
a tributary to the Beaverhead River, and the town of Bannack sprang 
up. Next was Alder Gulch, or Virginia City. Then came Ruly Valley 
in 1863, and Last Chance Giilch (Helena), Prickly Pear Valley, 
Confederate Gulch, Diamond City, and Silver Bow Creek in 1864 
(Toole, 1959). 
Placer mining required very little capital--just a pick, shovel, 
pan, ax, whipsaw for lumber for a sluice box, and a few dollars to pay 
recorder's fees. It was this factor that encouraged thousands to 
rush to newly-formed diggings, set up mining camps, and then leave as 
quickly as they had come once a gulch was worked out. Towns were just 
thrown together and often included tents, log cabins, and unplaned 
Itunber structures. The pop\ilation was heterogeneous, predominantly 
male at first, and heavy drinking and gambling were common, althotigh 
the conservative part of the population neither drank nor gambled. 
Some form of law was almost immediately set up by the miners, but 
when roaxi agents threatened the communities vigilante committees were 
formed to try to regain some semblence of law and order. 
Some of these communities survived the rushes. Helena, for 
one, •became a trade center, and even after the Cedar Creek mines 
played out, Missoula managed to attract citizens. The future of Butte 
appeared bleaJc in the I860's, but the mid-seventies it had been 
revived. 
Small, one-person operations did not last long before a new 
era of mining be^an to develop. By the middle of the seventies the 
placers were r^ivin^^ out and being replaced by quarts mines and million 
dollar smelters, % the late seventies and eighties western capital 
had to be obtained from the East or the Far West, to enable men such 
as Marcus Daly and William Andrews Clark to build their empires of 
copper. Other industries, such as agriculture and lumbering, were 
firreatly fostered by the mines and smelters. 
Government in Montana began in i860 when the lesiislature of 
WashinG:ton Territory created Missoula County to include all of present 
Montana west of the Continental Divide. In I863 Idaho Territory was 
created out of portions of Washington, Dakota, and Nebraska territories. 
Later that year President Lincoln appointed William H, Wallace of 
Washington Territory to be governor of the Territory, aM Sidney 
Edf?:erton of Ohio to be chief justice, with two western men as associate 
justices. Since Wallace did not believe in importing judges from the 
East, he placed Chief Justice Edrcerton in the remote district, which 
included Missoula County and the unor=^aJiized country east of the 
Divide. Edgerton joined with his nephew Wilbur 1?', Sanders and others 
in petitionins- for a separate territory, and on May 26, 1864, the new 
Territory of Montana was created and Edgerton was appointed governor. 
In January, I889, Territorial Delegate Joseph K, Toole introduced a 
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bill for Montana's admission into the Union as a state. A new state 
constitution was composed and by late svuraner Montana had become the 
forty-first state (Hamilton, 1957) ("Toole, 1959) • 
EARLY IMPRESSIONS 
Travelers in the 1860's found the new and bustling settlements 
an appealing subject. They described the changes in towns such as 
Helena, which in I865 was "well supplied with its hvcrdy-gurdy and 
gambling houses, Sunday street auctions, 3-n active 'vigilance 
Committee"* (Carpenter, I869) but then four years later boasted 
ei'Tht thousand inhabitants which included religious societies, an 
excellent public library and reading room, and other similar institu­
tions. By 1889 J. Ralph Haiper called the same town "one of the most 
attractive cities in America" (Harper, 1889). In the same year he 
also remarked that Montana had a saloon for every eighty citizens, and 
observed that he once "passed a half-dozen huts, dignified with the 
name of Bozeman" (Harper, I889). Yet another man found Missoula a 
"small and hopeful town" (Smalley, 1883). A distinctive mining flavor 
was noted in towns like Virginia City and Butte, where mine tailings 
littered the area. In I898 one R.L. Hartt affectionately labeled 
Butte "the most ridiculous city in the world" (Hartt, I898). Its 
mines were worked constantly, and its air pollution was strong enough 
to kill plant life. 
The as-ricultural lands were a major attraction to settlers, and 
flattering accounts in newspapers were not uncommon. Nor was the 
romantic allure of the country ignored, and distant mountain ranges were 
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often complimented# For example, in 1883 E.Vt Smalley called 
Montana's ireo'rraphy "wonderfiilly varied and attractive ... amon^ the 
ranges of the Rocky Mountain system the traveler finds new beauties at 
every mile of his journey" (Smalley, 1883). 
TII4BER RESOURCES 
Portions of Montana's timber resources were in for a 
comprehensive examination with the arrival of two TOvernment officials, 
John B, Leiberg and H.B. Ayres. They were charged with inspecting the 
state's newly created forest reserves. Their responsibilities 
included estimatiag the volume of timber, describing the forests and 
the extent of destruction of the forests by fire, while maJking recom­
mendations for future forest management and protection. 
The Bitterroot Forest Reserve 
John Leiberg visited the Bitterroot Reserve, five-sixths of 
which lay in Idaho and one-sixth of which crossed the Bitterroot 
Range and spilled into Montana. Leibers' classed the valley itself as 
an arid re^rion, but recognized a heavy growth of forest, which he 
classified into two zones—the yellow pine and the subalpine fir. Of 
the estimated 787,200 acres lying in the Bitterroot Basin within the 
reserve, about 26 percent, or nearly 205,100 acres belonged to the 
yellow pine zone, and the other 7^ percent, or about 582,100 acres, to 
the subalpine fir zone. Leiberg conceded that the acreages might 
need some correction, but he believed the percentages were substan­
tially correct. 
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Leiberg identified the species components of each of the 
zones as followss yellow pine—yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa). lodge-
pole pine (p. miJirayana). red fir (pseudotsu^'^:a taxifolia). white fir 
(Abies grandis). Balsam (Populus balsamlfera)> sufcalpine fir—tamarack 
(larix occldentalls), subalpine fir, (A. liasiocaxpa). lodgepole pine, 
whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis), white fir, Engelmann spruce, (Picea 
en^elmannii), and yew (Tsixus brevifolia). 
It was estimated that in the Bitterroot Valley there were 
approximately 251,558 thousand board feet (MBF) of yellow pine on 
71,760 acres where all sampled trees had a I6 inch or larger basal 
diameter. Of the red fir trees 8 inches or larger, there were 
approximately 291,630 MBP' on 143,900 acres. All samples were taken 
only in areas that had not been logged systematically, aM defects 
were excluded from the total tree volume when fire soars were more 
than two feet high (Leiberg, 1899)• 
The Lewis and Clarke Forest Reserve 
H.B. Ayres studied the Lewis and Clarke Reserve, which 
included much of the present Flathead National Forest east of the 
Mission Range and south of Glacier National Park, a northern portion 
of present Lolo National Forest, aind the western side of present Lewis 
and Clark National Forest, It covered about 4,572 square miles. 
Ayres listed the tree species he found growing within the reserve ast 
Pinus ponderosa Yellow pine 
White pine 
Lodgepole pine 
lJut pine 
Engelmann spruce 
P. monticola 
P. murrayana 
P. albicaulis 
Picea engelaannii 
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L. lyallll 
Pseudotsuga taxlfolia 
Abies lasloca3rpa 
A. grandIs 
Thu.ia "pllcata 
Tsiiga heterophylla 
T. pattonlana 
Populus atigustlfolla 
P. tremuloldes 
P. balsamlfera 
P, alba 
Larix occidentalis 
White spruce 
Western Larch 
Mountain larch 
Red fir 
Balsam 
Silver fir 
Cedar 
Hemlock 
Hemlock 
Cottonwood 
Aspen 
Balm of Gilead 
Although yellow pine was abundant, it was seldom 3 feet in diameter or 
90 feet hi^ch} whereas in the Flathead Valley the same species grew 
to be 6 or 7 feet on the stump and 100 feet high. In the reserve it 
was also frequently fire-scarred sund otherwise defective. White pine 
was seldom sound, while lodgepole pine was usually straight and sound 
but rarely more them 20 inches on the stump or 100 feet tall. With 
only a few exceptions nut and limber pine did not grow to a commercial 
size nor were they sound enoiigh to be used. Engelmann spruce was 
declared the most usefttl tree on the reserve, with some specimens up to 
3^ inches in diameter and 125-130 feet tall. White spruce were un­
common} while western larch was the most abundant timber tree in the 
valleys. It was seldom more than 30 inches in diameter, with none 
being over three feet, and not over 125 feet high, as compared to 
Isirch in the Flathead and Stillwater Valleys, where it was about 4 
feet in diameter and 180 feet high. Red fir was busl:^ in the foothills, 
becoming even more defective to the eastward. Ascending the mountains, 
it was found in some basins to be as large as 30 inches on the stump 
and 80 feet tall, but so defective with dry rot that it made poor 
timber for a sawmill. It improved in si25e and quality west of the 
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Continental Divide, but was still subject to dry rot. Mountain larch 
was f^ienerally sound but not of commercial sizej balsam was never large 
and was usually defective; cedar was not abtmdant; aspen was only 
occasionally lar?^e enough for log timber; and all other trees were so 
small and so isolated as to be of no commercial importamce. 
The estimate of timber in the Lewis and Clarke Reserve 
amounted to 2,6^,360 MBF and 12,869,000 cords. These approximations 
were made within a space of four months, and were believed by Ayres 
to be correct within 50 percent, with the closest estimates expected 
to be within 10 percent^ The fishes were derived by estimating as 
log timber every stick that would make a log 12 feet long, 6 inches 
in diameter at the small end, and scaling two-thirds of a full scale 
(Ayres, 1900). Ayres admits that "/~i_7i^ making the estimate it was 
of course necessary to pass many square miles by with only a cursory 
view from a mountain or hilltop," However, the .^reneral estimate was 
based on small representative areas that were examined in detail 
(Ayres, 1900). 
The Little Belt Mountains Forest Reserve and the Little Belt Mountains 
Quadrangle 
This reserve totaled around 501•120 acres, nearly half of 
which was non-timbered, and about half of which lay in the southeast 
portion of the Little Belt Movintains, while the other half was 
comprised in a secondary system of ridges which stretched northward 
from the main rid?re. Species observed included limber pine, lodgepole 
pine, yellow pine, whitebark pine, red fir, subalpine fir, Engelmairn 
spruce, and a minor representation of deciduous trees. Hie lowest 
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frinj^e of the forest was around 6OOO-65OO feet, where red fir, limber 
pine, and yellow pine could be found. Above 65OO feet the yellow 
pine soon thinned out and disappeared, limber pine became less 
abundant, lod^^epole pine came in, and the percentage of red fir 
increased. Above 75^0 feet red fir thinned, lod^epole pine became 
very ab\indant, subalpine fir appeared, and EngelmaJin spruce was 
established. At 8200 feet red fir disappeared, lodgepole pine occuired 
only as scattered trees, and Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, limber 
pine (rsorely), and whitebark pine constituted the final or subalpine 
forest zone. 
Several of the highest areas were devoid of timber, not 
necessarily because of altitude, but either because of past fires or 
stony or barren .prouriii. 
The general composition of the forest had been greatly modi­
fied by fire, both during Indian possession of the country and since 
the arrival of the white people. Eighty percent of the timber was 
less than I50 years old, and veteran stands of 250-350 years were 
rare. 
From a commercial point of view, there were few large saw 
logs in the easily accessible areas, but the only products of value to 
be taken were poles and fuel timber. Kill timber was of poor quality, 
with only a 5-7 MBb' per acre yield. The amount of pole and fuel 
timber varied from ij-OO cubic feet per acre in the thinly stocked 
woodlands, to 5»000 cubic feet in fully stocked areas. The total 
volume of mill timber, estimated on the basis of 8 inches diameter 
brest height (dbh), and 10 feet of available pole, amounted to 
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2^1-1,950 MBF, an averaa:e of 1 HBF per acre for the forested areas of 
the reserve. The volume of pole and fuel timber, based on estimates 
of diameter of not less than k- inches was 411,810,000 cubic feet, an 
average of nearly 1,730 cubic feet per acre. Converting mill timber 
to cubic measure on the basis of 180 cubic feet to 1 MBF, and adding 
that to the pole and fuel timber, the average is brought up to 
1,91^4- cubic feet per acre (Leiberg, 1904-). 
FOREST FIRES 
Just as an abundant source of timber was generally taken for 
granted before the late nineteenth century, so were the natural agents 
which destroyed that source, especially fire. Newspapers casually 
mentioned extensive fires which had burned for weeks or even months, 
and many citizens tended to be quite careless with their campfires 
and other sources of combustion. Forest fires were a fact of life, 
to be controlled only when possible, which was rarely the case. 
About one quarter of Montana's 146,000 square miles were 
forested, and ro^e^hly 58 percent of these commercial timber lands 
lay in mountainous country west of the Divide. As the population and 
the industries in Montana grew, a near-xiniversal dependence on the 
forests was recognized. Fires destroyed merchantable timber, denvded 
hillsides, caused flooding, and, according to Montana's Governor 
Preston H. Leslie, they modified climate1 
There has been since the settlement of this Territory 
an obvious increase in the amount of rain aM snow, caused 
doubtless in part by irrigation and the growth of farm 
crops, and in part, perhaps, by the construction of rail­
road and telegraph lines; but we may expect that the 
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destruction of our mountain forests will diminish the rain 
and snow so as to lessen the present scant supply of 
water for minin^r. farming, and navij^ation (Report, Sec. 
of Int., 1887, X). 
In 1886, a year earlier, Governor Samuel T. Hauser expressed concern 
over a drought and its effects upon the state, and its impending 
consequences upon timber resources! 
Another loss that has been greatly increased this year 
by the extended drou^iht is the feaxfxil destruction of 
o\3r mountain forests by fire," These fires ... originate 
fltenerally from carelessness of hunters and campers (whites 
or Indian), sometimes from lightning .... More timber has 
been destroyed in the Dast 6 months by fire than would 
supply the wants of our people for 50 years, and more 
than will be renewed by growth in a generation (Report, 
Sec. of Int., 1886, IX). 
Lewis A. Groff, Commissioner of the GLO remarked that "for every tree 
destroyed by the woodman's ax, at least ten trees are destroyed by 
conflagration arising, in nearly every instance, from careless, if 
not willful neglect to take the most ordinary precautions" (Sen. Doc., 
51st Cong., 1st Sess., No. 152). 
Fires were often human-caused and in the previously burned 
tracts of the Little Belt Forest Reserve, aggregating some 11,600 
acres, Leiberg stated that 22 percent of all fires occurred as a 
result of the activities of white people during a forty year occupancy; 
whereas the Indians, over the preceding one hundred and ten year 
period, were accountable for 58 percent (Leiberg, 1904). On the 
Bitterroot Forest Reserve he declared that hunters, trappers, pros­
pectors, and travelers had never exercised amy ceire regarding their 
campfires. He also estimated the loss of merchantable timber during 
the previous forty year period to approach 138,000 MBF (Leiberg, 1899), 
On the Lewis and Clarke, Ayres noted that until the appointment of 
forest rangers, who patroled the trails and kept themselves posted 
reg:arding activities within the reserves, no organized effort had 
been made to prevent the starting or spread of wildfires (Ayres, I9OO). 
Nevertheless, a singular trend was unfolding in the Bitter-
root Valley. Due to the efforts of the Anaconda Copper Mining 
CompaJiy, which tacked up posters that included extracts from the 
Montana State laws pertaining to fire setting and the resulting 
penalties, and also because the people themselves realized the 
economic sisrnificance of a constant, growing, timber supply, there 
developed a conspicuous public sentiment adverse and hostile to 
"forest fires and their originators." There was also the recognition 
by people in the upper portion of the valley, that in extensively 
burned regions, spring runoff was greater and, stream channels widened. 
In areas where the timber was not even merchantable, it was, never­
theless, protected (Leiberg, 1899)• 
TERRITORIAL POLICY 
At the time white people began to invade and settle Montana, 
the region hoarded a mineral wealth which attracted thousands of 
prospectors and miners. But the Territory almost grew too fasti 
towns were thrown together and then abandoned, local governments were 
openly corrupt, and the rich forests were recklessly cleared and 
burned. Leiberg and Ayres both expressed concern over wasteful 
logging practices, yet even their own reports indicate a nineteenth 
century set of standards. For instance, while on the Bitterroot, 
Lel"berg did not even saniple yellow pine trees under a l6 inch basal 
diameter, and on the Lewis and Clarke Ayres does not seem to consider 
yellow pine large unless it was at least 3 feet in diameter., 
To.^ether these elements—population and settlement, the 
mining industry, and an immense timber resource—were significant 
variables of an environ-ent in which a lumber industry emerged. 
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GHAI^IER IV 
THE DEV£LCPI^£KT OF THli] LUMBER INDUSTRY 
1845 - 1900 
The Jesuit Fathers at St, ifery's Mission in the Bitterroot 
Valley made lumberinfr history in 18^1-5 when they built the first 
sawmill in Kontana, i<'our wa^-on tires, salvaged from an abandoned 
Mormon settlement on the Salmon River, were welded together to form 
a crank to run the saw, and a fifth tire was hammered and flattened 
into a blade, then toothed with a chisel and file and utilized as the 
saw. Crude as it was, this mill continued to operate after the 
mission was purchased tr','' John Owen in I85O, Seven years later David 
Fattee contracted to rebuild and enlaxpie the mill (Palladino, 1922), 
At St. Inatius, on the Flathead Reservation, the Jesuit 
Fathers built a similar mill in I856. Its power was obtained from 
the nearby stream throuf.h a mill race one thousand feet long: and five 
feet wide, made of hewn larch timbers, Tlie mill was enlarged and 
improved by the first winter, and a dan was constructed across the 
stream hi<-her up with a new mill race dug along the ba.nk. It was 
further Improved ?,t a. later date by Father L, Van 'orp, who remodeled 
it and installed some up-to-date machinery. The whipsaw mill, though 
sniall and of limited capacitj'', was the sole source of lumber for a 
church 40 x 100 feet vrith a belfry over 100 feet hi~h. Five yesirs 
after the first mill was constructed by the missionaries, a more 
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modern one was erected for the Indians' use lay the U.S, Government at 
the Jocko Agency near Arlee, The government built still another saw­
mill near Ronan in the l890's (Falladino, 1922). 
The early industries on the reservation were observed and 
described in 186? by Col. Cornelius O'Keefe (Thomas Francis Meagher), 
who visited one of the sawmills, noting: thcit it was "capable of 
cutting 2500 feet of lumber ..." (O'Keefe, I867). But lumbering in the 
Flathead Valley was destined to attain its potential commercial 
capabilities, and manj'' private mills befTin to appear by the eighties. 
THE FLATHEAD AM) NORTHI'EST MOKTAI^JA 
The earliest loTcin" off reservation lands in the Flathead 
Valley was done by settlers for domestic purposes, but by the 1880's 
a fevr men had be^un to ma.ke lop;'"inft their business, 
Foy's Kill, erected in 1884, wp.s the fii"^t commercial sawmill 
in the valley; its daily capacity was 10 i'iBF (Supplement to the 
Xalispell Kews-Farm Journa.1, March 29f 1956), In 1888 Yenne and 
Eccles built a mill, 60 x 22 feet, with a large turbine wheel and a 
circular saw, near the present community of Greston,^ A year later 
"two Mortons" and the Baker Brothers constructed a sawmill at Rsimsey 
(moved in I903 to Whitefish Lake). By 1891 L.H. McDonald and Charles 
Seek had a mill on Lake Blaine? the Boston and Montana Gommercia,! 
built another mill on the Whitefish River, one mile east of Kalispell. 
^Clarence G. Stron"?:, Unpublished papers, Univ, of Montana, 
Missoula, Montana. Hereafter referred to as S"trong. 
Photo no. 1. Sleigh load of lo^^s at Henry Good Camp, in Kalispell 
re^^ion. Load composed of all larch lo^s, 18 feet in length, and 
were the first and second logs in each tree. Load scaled 18,030 
feet. Photo by I#V, Anderson# U.S. Forest Service photo. Photo 
Collection, University of Montana Archives. 
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other sawmills were sprin^^ing up to meet demands (Supplement to the 
Kalispell News-Farm Journal, March 29» 1956)» By about 1896-97 D.L, 
Coate's steam sawmill, nine miles northeast of Kalispell, was in 
operation, Somers Lumber Company was formed in 1901 and begcin working 
in 1902 with a I5OO MBF daily capacity (Timbermsin, Sept., 191l)» 
Around 190^ Ben Cramer ran a sawmill on Flathead LaJce near Poison and 
was joined in the business in 1909 ly his brother. It became known as 
the Cramer Brothers Lumber Company. The Dupuis brothers processed 
los:s at their mill eight miles southeast of Poison. In 1905 George 
Hunt and William Trippett built their mill southwest of Columbia Falls, 
but they went bankrupt in 1910.^ Niunerous other small mills were 
also built and operated ailon^ the Flathead River, particularly after 
the Indian reservation was opened to homesteaders. 
Other sawmills began to appear, scattered throughout north­
western Montana. Thomas Flowers and Chaxles Therriault built a 
large water powered mill near Eureka in 1889 • It was later sold to 
Edward and William Murray in 1895» and they may have converted it to 
steam (Johnson, 1950)* The first mill in present Kootenai County was 
Michael Phillipp's water powered one (Johnson, 196?)• Norton Gaylprd, 
Lou Bradb\iry, and Roe Shenefult had a sawmill on Sinclair Creek in 
1897, but sold it after only a few years. Burlin^ham built two saw­
mills near Libby in 1899, and the Pacific Northwest Mining Corporation 
had one there in the same year. Other companies formed near the start 
of the twentieth century included the McGovern Brothers (sold later to 
^Ibid. 
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Johnny Dahlher^^ and subsequently to Joseph Gussenhoven), in Fortinej 
C,B, Roberts and A.E. Boorman and Johnny Dahlberg, Fortinej Bader 
Lumber Co, and Evcreka Lumber Co. (capacity 300 MBF in two shifts 
but closed in 1925 because the available timber had been exhausted) | 
Eureka; Dawson Liimber Co, (sold to J, Neils in 1911 )f Libbyj auid John 
Rhode, Kootenai Flats (Johnson, 1950)• 
Marcus Daly also invested in the FliRthead at about the same 
time he was beginning operations farther south, and he established 
Anaconda's Butte-Kontana Company east of Kalispell in 1893# llie 
timber from the Flathead was shipped to supply fuel for the smelter 
at Great Falls, Itunber and fuel for the mines in Silverbow County, 
with some exported for sale in the eastern portion of the state auid 
in North Dakota.^ 
THE HEADWATERS OF THE MISSOURI 
Although A.M. Holter and his partner Evanson are at times 
credited with establishing the first sawmill for commercial purposes 
in the mining districts, there is a report of a mill erected in 
Bannack in December, 1862. Two years later, in February, 186^, a 
mill was built by Thomas W. Cover arxi Perry W. McAdow on Granite 
Creek, and another was constructed in Alder Gulch by George W. Stager 
and Company. Other mills included those by House and Bivins on 
^Edward But.cher, unpublished thesis. 1968. An analysis of 
the timber depredations in Montana to 1900. Master's thesis. Univ. 
of Montana, Missoula, Montana. Hereafter referred to as Butcher. 
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Photo no, 2. Lo^ wasion used in log.iing at Knutsen's camp, Karlon, 
Flathead Co., Montana, Taken by S.J. Record. July, 19C4. Photo 
collection. University of Montana Archives, 
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Photo no. 3* A. M .  Holter — The mstn who brou/rht a sawmill from Cripple 
Greek, Golo., to Alder Gulch by ox-pulled wagon, the winter of I863-
64. Timberman. Photo Collection, University of Montana Archives. 
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Meadow Creek, James Gemmel on Mill Creek (^iaxiison River), and Jvinius 
G, Sanders and Rockwell in Last Chance Gxilch (Sanders, 1913)• 
Myers and company operated the first mill in Great Falls, "sawing 
logs into lumber even before they had a building to house the mill" 
(Anniversary edition of the Great i'alls Tribune, 1937)* George 
Wareham had a sawmill on the Upper Shonkin, Choteau County, in 1888, 
which ran steadily to meet the requirements of the settlers for 
lumber (Leeson, 1885)« 
In spite of many claims A.M. Holter is the raaJi who did 
establish one of Montana's eeorliest sawmills and made the lumber 
business a lifelong career. With an ox teajn he hauled his second­
hand mill all the way from Denver in the latter part of 1863. He and 
his partner Evanson met plenty of troubles on their thousand mile 
journey, and at one point had to transfer the machinery for their mill 
onto a hand sled to be taken over a snow-covered mountain grade. Upon 
arriving in Montajia Holter's probOBius Intensified. He discovered that 
Evanson, who claimed to be a millwright by profession, had deceived him 
and ireally did not know much about the mechanics of a sawmill. Some 
parts of his mill were missing, and he was attacked by thieves while 
on a trip into Virginia City. Nevertheless, he constructed his mill 
in Ramshorn Gvilch, eighteen miles from Virginia City (in present 
itedison County). The mill was very primitive and was operated ty a 
sixteen foot overshot water wheel. Parts were hard to com6 ly, and 
when mechanical problems arose, Holter frequently had to improvise. 
However, the partners did manage to saw 15 MBF in their first year. 
Holter opened a lumber yard at Nevada City and, although a 
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competitor was receiving $150 a thousand for his lumber, Holter asked 
$1^0 per thousand for sluice or flume Ivunber and $125 for building 
lumber, all purchases payable in gold dust. Lumber was disposed of 
as quickly as it arrived at the yard, and occasionally demand was 
greater than supply« 
... quite often some of the larger mining companies 
would send a spy out on the road, in order that they 
might be informed when a load, of lumber was approach-
ins:, Then they would have a crew of men arrive at 
the yard simultaneously with the load of lumber, and 
when the team stopped, without consulting me at all, 
they would unload the lumber and carry off every board 
to their mines, ^oon a man would come to me with pay 
for the lumber,... /~N]7o loss was incurred by this 
summary method of marketing our produce (Holter, 1911). 
Once there was a conflict with miners, when the water from 
Ramshorn Gulch was diverted above the sawmill and into Bevin's Gulch, 
The miners turne<i the water on ap'ain, but only long enough for the 
mill to prepare the amount of lumber they needed, and then they again 
turned the water into the gulch in which they were working, A court 
injunction and a dozen axrests and convictions were required before 
the water question was settled, 
Holter purchased a portable boiler and engine, with 25-30 
horsepower, which he used in 1866 when he started a mill eight miles 
southwest of Helena. Another sawmill was already in operation near 
Helena at the time, run by a man whom Holter believed to be quite 
wealthy and who drastically lowered his prices to make competition 
keen for holter. The competitor, a person whom Holter identifies 
only as "Mr, Vann," be^tan selling lumber for $60 per thousand, 
Holter retaliated by asking only $40 per thousamd and by refusing to 
extend any credit. In the same year he purchased a pair of 52 inch 
saws for $120, and in April of the next year he ordered a complete 
sawmill, shinftle and lath machinery, and door and sash machinery. 
Over two years later his order was realized, at a cost of $250 per ton 
(currency) by steamboat up the Missouri. In 1868 he established the 
first sash and door factory in Montana. He also began bv^ing sawmills 
near Helena tha.t were going into bankruptcy. By the year 1879 he 
had sold his Bamshorn mill, but within the next few years he acquired 
mills on the Balckfoot River, Wolfe Greek, Skelly Gulch, Bviffalo Creek, 
White Man Creek, Strawberry Creek, Dutchman Creek, and Stickney Creek 
(near Ft. Benton). In IBS? the Holter Lumber Co. in Great Falls was 
incorporated, but aifter the price of common lumber had fallen to $14 
per thousand in 1893 the mill was removed. One of Holter's competitors 
in that same city hovrever, did not fare as well as Holter and his • 
partners. A mill owned principally by Bostonians was not removed 
until 189^ and wound up sustaining a loss of $500,000, The withdrawal 
of these mills was considered by Holter to be the end of "the lumber 
traffic on the Missouri River and sawmills at Great Falls forever, 
imless there should be organized a system of protecting the growing , 
timber from forest fires superior to anything that had existed 
heretofore" (Holter, 191l)» Seven lumber yairds were in Great Palls in 
1910, and they obtained most of their stumpsige from the Kalispell 
District. Meanwhile, the Holter Lumber Company was reorganized 
as the Holter-Boorman Lumber Co., and in 1889 Holter had formed the 
Montana Lumber and Manufacturing Co. with William Thompson, In 1898, 
at age sixty-five, A.M, Holter dissolved most of his interests and 
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Photo no, Gallatin National Forest. Lumber pile and flume, Aug, 
30, 1902. Dean's mill, U.S. Forest Service photo. Photo Collection 
University of Montana Archives. 
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retired from active business in Montana (Holter, 1911)• 
In 1899 K.B, Ayres, reporting on the Lewis and Clarke Forest 
Reserve, noted three small sawmills within the reserve. The first 
was located at the mouth of the South Fork of Depuyer Greek; its 
supnly of lots were "twitched" down the mountain side to the stream 
and floated with OTeat difficulty throus-h the canyon to the mill. 
Some 300 MEF had been cut in the valley, most of the timber being 
spruce, red fir, and lodgepole pine. 
The second mill was near the head of the South Fork of Teton 
Creek. Its logs were almost entirely spruce and lodgepole, and an 
estimated million BF had been cut on the South Fork, probably by 
several mills. 
The last mill lay on Smith Creek. Its Icjs, mostly lodgepole 
r»ine and spruce, were dra-'ged two miles down steep slopes. Ayres 
estimated that a million BF of all species had been out in the valley. 
Some 300,000 railroad ties had been cut east of the divide 
and floated down to the Helena branch of the Great Northern Railway. 
About 200,000 had been cut on the North Fork of the Sun River, and 
another 100,000 on Dearborn Creek. 
The eastern front of the moiintaihs was also the source of 
domestic materials needed by people living on the treeless plains, 
"Almost every little valley that is wooded and that is reasonably 
accessible has a well-used wagon road leading into the timber. Al­
together about 62,000 cords of fuel, house logs, and fencing have 
been cut..." (Aj^res, 1900). 
Farther east in the Little Belt Mountains, Leiberg found 
Photo no, 5« Flathead National Forest, McGurk's Mill, South Fork 
of Teton Creek, Taken by H.B. Ayres. Jxily, 1899. Photo Collection, 
University of Montana Archives, 
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59,600 acres, or nearly 25 percent of the forest area, to have been 
logged to exhaustion or hisrh-graded. Much of the heavy cutting was 
due to mining camps in the area, and to the location of a branch line 
of the Great Northern Railroad., which afforded convenient transporta­
tion for timber products to outside points. 
Most sawmills which formerly operated in the reserve had been 
closed down or moved away, although Leiberg mentioned one mill in the 
canyon of Dry Fork of Belt Creek, another in Dry l/olf Canyon, and 
another in Spring Greek Valley—all small mills with a capacity of 
only a few thousand feet each a day, 
Loggin?c methods in the region were poor, and cutover areas 
were left in bad condition. No attempts were made to pile tops and 
limbs, and thousands of good poles, mine props, and saw logs were left 
in the forest and wasted, 
THE BITTERROOT AND CLARK FORK 
The beginning of Missotila dates from the winter of 1864-65 
when C.P, Hie:gins, Frank Worden, and David Pattee joined to form the 
Missoula Mills Company, A sawmill was constructed about four miles 
up the Clark Fork from Hellgate, By 1866 there were three sawmills 
in the Missoula area, as witnessed ty O'Keefej 
There is ,,, a fine sawmill here present Frenchtown/, 
the property of Messrs* Campbell and Van Dorn; another 
in immediate neighborhood belonging to Mr, Simmsj aJid 
a third down at Missoula ,,, owned by Messrs, Worden and 
Hiorgins, which cost $30,000 aM the machinery of which 
came all the way from St, Louis (O'Keefe, 186?), 
However, in 1866 the compiany at Missoula was dissolved when Pattee 
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sold his one-third interest to Worden and Company for $3t500 
(Missoulian, July 11, 1971)• O'Keefe also mentioned a sawmill owned 
by a Mr. Abrahams smd located on a boat landing on the Clark Fork 
in the New Cabinet Gorge* 
Farther up the river, Phillipsburg had a population of 1500 
souls and lumber sold for $100 per thousand in gold. By 1868 the 
town had one portable steam sawmill (Wolle,1963). 
Rube Latimer operated a mill in the lfi70's on the west side 
of the Bitterroot river at its junction with the Clark Fork, and 
John Rankin had assembled a mill by 1877 or 1878 on Grsint Creek»^ 
A.B, Hammond and Associates 
The buildin? of the railroad through Montana played a major 
role in the fortvines of several gentlemen from Missoula, specifically 
the owners of the merchandising firm of Eddy, Hammond and Company, 
which had been formed in 1876. Six years later the firm, under the 
direction of R.A. Ekidy, A.B. Hammond, and E.L. Bonner, branched into 
the lumberinT business when it made an a^eement with the Northern 
Pacific Railroad to supply building lumber, ties, tunnel timbers, 
and other materials. Later that year Eddy, Hammond and Company formed 
a new corporation, the Itontana Improvement Company, for the specific 
purpose of cutting and marketing timber. The new company was the 
Territory's first to be well organized and financed, and it marked the 
transition of the lumber industry from a strictly hit or miss 
proposition (Toole, 1959)• 
'^Strong 
Photo no, 6. Sawmill at Eddy, Montana. Copyrl=:ht 1909 by E.J. 
Frazler. Thompson, Montana. Photo Collection, University of Montama 
Archives. 
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The new firm was the child of the railroad. The Northern 
Pacific controlled $1,100,000 of the corporation's total of $2,000,000 
in stock. It signed a twenty-yeax contract with the company to supply 
all Northern Pacific's timber and Itunber needs for the 925 mile 
distance from Miles City, Montana, to the Walla Walla junction in 
Washiacrton, and it '3:ave rebates to the company on everythir^ shipped on 
the railroad it was helpin?; to build. Problems arose, however, when 
in 1885 the federal government char'^ed the Montana Improvement Company 
with illegally cutting timber from the public domain. Thereafter the 
company's operations were shifted to other or?^anizations. Hammond and 
his associates incorporated the Balckfoot Milling Company in the 
summer of I8B7, and six months later another corporation, the Balck­
foot Milling and >:anufacturing Company, was organized. The authorized 
stock of each firm was $300,000,-^ 
Earlier, in l885i A.B. Hammond's brothers became active in the 
lumber business. F,A. Hammond purchased the Montana Improvement 
Company's mill on the Blackfoot and moved it to Hell Gate Canyon, and 
Henry Hammond acquired the dam site on the Blackfoot River from the 
same company. In l'^86 F.A. Hammond sold his mill in the Hell Gate to 
Georcre W, Fenwick, A.B. Hammond's brother-in-law,^ 
In 1884 a small, portable mill was assembled on the Blackfoot 
River (present fionner) and besran cutting the timber and lumber that 
went into the building of the dam on the Blackfoot and also into the 
^Butcher. 
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construction of the larcer, permanent mill. The new plant, financed 
and owned ly the Montana Improvement Company, began sawing logs in 
June, 1886; a year later a planing mill was added; a sash and door 
factory soon followed (Missoulian, June 7, 1936). 
The Bif^ Blackfoot Milling Company was the last of A.B. 
Hammond's business ventures in Montana. It was formed in 1891 and 
incorporated for 5700,000. It acquired the assets of the Blackfoot 
Millin«5; and Manufacturing Company, and it included some old Hammond 
associates as incorporators: R.A. Eddy, E.L. Bonner, G.H. McLeod, 
W.H.Hammond, Thomas Hatheway, and John M. Keith. 
Operators in the Bitterroot 
The Bitterroot proved to be somewhat of a lumberman's dream, 
as the merchantable timber was of comparatively easy access, and the 
canyons from the West Fork north usually had enough water in the 
spring and were otherwise suitable to float logs into the main river. 
There were 15 sawmills operating in the valley in 1880, and 
the railroad was taking out an average of 21 cars of lumber a day. 
The first steam-powered mill graced the Bitterroot in the 
early eighties at a site on Carlton Creek between Florence and Lolo, 
W.E. Bass owned it, and he and his brothers furnished nearly all the 
ties for the Northern Pacific railroad bed for approximately 50 miles 
east and west of Missoula, and for the branch line down the Bitterroot. 
James H. Dunbar and Edward A. Johnson also haxi a steam-powered mill 
"^Butcher. 
Photo no. 7. Horse trailing—Baird and Harper—O'Brien Greek, 1913# 
Mrs. ¥m. Harper. Fhoto Collection, University of Montana Archives. 
with a circular saw T^y l889f and were able to cut 15-20 MBF per 
shift. They made a poor investment, however, when they accepted 
2,600 shares of common stock, then valued at $3<00 a share, in the 
Claremont Consolidated Mining Company as payment for about $8,000 
worth of lumber for the mine east of Stevensville. The stock never 
paid a cent in dividends, and Dunbar and Johnson never recovered and 
were forced to close down in 1918. In the I890's "ranville L, Shook 
becran a sawmill near Conner and operated at several locations up and 
8 down the valley for many years. 
As cited by Leiberg, the principal species utilized for 
lumbering purposes was yellow pine, while lodi-^epole pine, red fir, 
white fir, balsam, and aspen were used "only to a trifling extent" 
(Leibersr, 1899). 
Lodgepole pine and red fir were used locally for posts, 
fencing material, and mining timbers. None of the remaining subalpine 
species—western larch, subalpine fir, whitebark pine, white fir, 
Engelmann spruce, and yew—were utilized. 
The Bitter Root Development Company, organized t^y Marcus Daly, 
extended its operations throughout the more accessible timbered por­
tions of the valley, and in 1899 Leiberg reported that Daly's 
company had cut over 6,500 acres just within the new Bitterroot 
Forest Reserve, Leiberg not only observed heavy logging in the region, 
but he was also highly critical of the way it was being donei 
®Strong, 
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The cuttinr^ upon these tracts varies from total, or 
nearly so, in the valley trough, to 20 per cent 
on tracts farther renuDved ... It is impossible to 
ascertain the exact quantity cut from these lands, 
as nothing; is left to show the average height of 
the trees that were felled (Leiberg, 1899). 
Juds:ins' from the adjacent remaining forests, Leiberg did venture a 
?^uess of about 50,000 MBF of lumber had been logged by the Bitter Root 
Development CompaJiy. He continued his attack on poor logging methodsi 
The cutting was accompanied a great deal of 
unnecessary waste. Only the choice portions of the 
logs were taken. Trees were felled carelessly, 
breaking and splintering adjacent ones. Trees 
were felled, sawed up into proper logging lengths, 
ani left to rot. Logs were hauled together in 
piles for banking and abandoned. In no case were the 
tops disposed of, and they litter the ground in all 
directions within a vast mass of inflamable material 
(Leiber^r, 1899). 
It was also revealed in Leiberg's report that logging operations were 
extensive outside of the reserve, and that 90 percent of the merchant­
able timber below Grantsdale had been logged. "Most of the valley 
of Tincup Creek has been logged clean of yellow pine, and the valley 
of the West Fork, from its junction with the East Fork to the reserve 
line, is logged off clean in the trough, and from 20 to 95 per cent 
on the slopes" (Leiberg, 1899). 
Marcus Daly 
While A.B. Hammond was investing in the Missoula area, Marcus 
Daly was casting an eye on the Bittejnroot Valley. But where Hajnmond's 
principal market lay in the railroad, Daly's lay in mining. As one of 
the original incorporators of the Montana Improvement Company in 1882, 
Daly recognized early the importance of the lumberin,? industry to 
Photo no. 8. High wheels used in logging. Photo Collection, 
University of Montana# 
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minin'?:. He incorporated the Bitter Root Development Company in 1890, 
and subsequently conceived a lumbering empire in that valley (Toole, 
195^). 
He established at Hamilton one of the lars;est and most modern 
sawmills in the Northwest, and he utilized local logging crews as 
well as his own to supply this and other mills. He also accumulated 
an empire of 30»237 acres of choice agricultural and timber laM, and 
soon after these interests were established he engaged in a bit of 
legal maneuvering; of the ownership of his enterprises, transfering 
the stock amona: various corporations which his business associates 
formed. By 1895 the property of the Bitter Root Development Gompaj:^ 
had been transfered to the Anaconda Copper i^ilnlner Corapaiiy for the 
minimum consideration of $1,00.^ 
Three years later that company purchased the Big Blackfoot 
Mining Company's mill at Bonner, the mill erected by the Hammond 
interests in 1886, 
In 1902 there were an estimated 26 mills in Missoula and 
Hamilton, but by 1910 the Western News of the latter city had already 
begun to lament the disappearing treesj 
Thirty years ago, a chain of forests shaded the west 
side of the valley, but a dozen mills swept them away 
as fax south as Darby, and the stately pines are being 
replaced with apple trees. Until late years the mills, 
as fast as the 'settings* were cut out, followed the 
receding timber (Supplement to the Western News _^iamil-
ton, Montar^ May, 1910), 
9 •^Butcher, 
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Before the railroad was stretched across Montana, transporta­
tion was slow and expensive. Steamboats on the Missouri could only 
operate a few months out of the year, and in the late l860's freight 
rates were $250 per ton. Stages were extraordinarily uncomfortable, 
and freight rates on the oft traveled road from Coriime, Utah, to 
Virginia City and Butte were averaging; $51 per ton in 1876, although 
before the road was improved it h^ cost as much as $1,000 per ton 
(Cushman, 1966), 
Montanans bea:an to demand a railroad years before Congress 
authorized a transcontinental route across the northern section of 
the nation. At a railroad convention held in i860, a letter from 
former Territorial Delegate from Washington (which at that time in­
cluded the present State of Montana) Isaac I, Stevens was read. In 
the letter Stevens ariued for a northern railroad route because of 
the increased trade with Asia, the Salmon River gold mines, and the 
need for more than one Pacific railroad.; also, there were no deserts 
alonff the northern route, and the sandstorms on the southern route 
were worse than the snowstorms along the northern (Hamilton, 1957)* 
In 1873 Wilbur F, Sanders proposed in the Tferrltorial Legislature a 
plan of county subscription to aid in the construction of an inter­
state railroad. In March the legislature passed a compromise bill 
whereby the county commissioners had the right to offer any incorpor­
ated company a county subscription for the building of a rallroaxi into 
the Territoiy, but none of the counties took advantage of it since 
5Z 
Congress had not passed a general ris^ht-of-way legislation and the 
county taxes would have been increased. Earlier, in 1871-72, Terri­
torial Delegate William Gla^gett worked for passa;7e of legislation 
granting rights-of-way throurh the public domain in the United States 
Territories, but his efforts failed,^® 
In 1B64 Congress provided for the much-longed-for railroad. 
Lands to aid in the construction of a railroad tele^^aph line by the 
northern route were granted, and the Northern Pacific Railroad Company 
was created. However, due to internal problems it had to be allowed 
a time extension twice for commencing and, consequently. Congress 
also extended the completion date to July 2, 1877» When this date 
passed and construction was far from complete, Attorney General Charles 
Devins ruled that the grajit would remain in effect until Congress 
specifically forfeited it, but Northern Pacific Officials were 
confident that such would never occur as long as construction contin­
ued to take place. On September 8, 1883, near Gold Creek, Montajia 
Territory, Henry Villaixi, President of the company, drove in the 
spike that completed the railroad. 
The Northern Pacific also wound up with a sizeable chunk of 
Montana real estate. According to the terms of its laind grant, the 
railway received 14,7^0,000 acres, l,507fl30.53 of which were 
forested. This total amounted to l6 percent of the total land area 
^^Butcher 
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in the state,12 
In 188? the Great Northern Railiriad was granted a seventy-
five foot ri?rht-of-way throu'^h Indiain reservation land in Northern 
Montana, althoufrh it had. to pay approximately fifty cents an acre for 
it. Starting construction west of Minot, North Dakota, in the spring 
of 1887, the Great Northern built over five hundred miles of rail and 
reached Great Falls by the fall of that same year. About the sajne 
time the Montana Central Railroad Company completed its line to Helena, 
and the Noirthern Pacific had some able competition. By the summer of 
1893 the Great Northern had extended its line to Everett, Washington, 
The Utah Northern had reached Montana Territory in 1879» but failed 
in its attempts to get local subsidies; the line was not completed to 
Helena until 1881, Billings was reached in 189'4- by the Chicago, 
Burlington, Quincy, and in 1909 the Milwaukee reached Gold Greek 
(Toole, 1959), 
SUMMARY 
The first independent commercial mills were located near 
centers of mining activity, and some vexe in production as early as the 
I860's, Later, as the importance of lumbering to mining was recog­
nized, mining corporations, such as those controlled by Daly and Clark, 
formed their own sawmllllng operations. The early mills also depended 
upon a constajit source of water for power, and for the transportation 
of logs to the mill. However, as steam-powered mills were introduced, 
l^Butcher. 
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and as the railroad lines were extended, water became less vital. 
Althou'^h the Montana lumber business was characteristically 
unstable, the industry Itself was firmly implanted in the State's 
needs. In the early years the mills were small, portable, and 
primitive, Raymer cites the number of saw and shinj^le mills in 1879 
as forty-two (Raymer, 1930) i ^y lB8i<- the sawmills west of the 
Continental Divide were supplyin°: the Amalgamated Copper Company alone 
with 300,000 cords of smelter fuel at $5.00 per cord. % 1888 
Amalgamated was using 40,000 feet of timber each day that its mines 
were worked. The company's timber contracts totaled over a million 
dollars a year (Widner, 1968). 
The number of mills had increased to over 100 in 1890. Of 
these "ten had the capacity of MB!'" daily and seven had a capacity of 
25 thousand. The shingle mill Bascom and Company, Noxon, cut one 
thousand shinp^les per day and eleven others cut from twelve to 25 
thousand a day." The Blackfoot Milling and Manufacturing Company's 
Bonner mill, with its capacity of 240 MBF per day, was the largest, 
and in 1890 it sawed 32,000 MBF of lumber (Raymer, 1930). 
Extensive timber holdings were concentrated among only a few 
firms prior to World War I, such as the Anaconda Copper Compsmy, 
which controlled 1,166,179 acres and produced nearly 50 percent of 
the timber turned out within the state. Several large, independent 
mills were established near Missoxila in 1910, and 1914 the J. Neils 
Company moved from Minnesota to Liblry and became one of the largest 
operators in the state (Widner, I968). By I89I the Bitterroot Valley 
could boast of possessing over 20 sawmills havin<< a daily capacity of 
from 10 to 2''+0 MBF. Numerous small mills situated near the Great 
Northern Railway exclusively produced railroad timbers (Raymer, 1930)» 
Even thoa^h the lumber industry continued to expand, it was 
impossible to compete with eastern markets. However, with the coming 
of the Great Northern in 1890 freight rates were lowered considerably 
and Montana lumber begem to appear commercially on a national basis. 
Montana's lumber prices also increased as the supplies in the South 
and East decreased. The cost per MBF in 1893 had dropped to $2.50, 
but had srrown to $9.70 by 1899 and to $11.30 by 190^ (Widner, 1968). 
A serious economic depression was upon the industry previous 
to the first World War, and in the years 1913 to 1915 mills usually 
operated at less than half their capacity. In 1917, out of I50 mills, 
122 cut less t>-ian 100 i'lW each, and twelve cut under 5OO MBF' (Rader, 
1967). B8.nkruptcy was common, sound lumberinr practices were un­
economical, and cutover lands brought no returns for years to come. 
CHAPTER V 
TIMBER DEPRi^DATIONS 
1871 - 1918 
Prior to the Civil War little distinction was meude between 
the disposition of forested and nonforested land, since it was 
expected that most of the land would be cleared for agriculture. 
However, with the opening and settlement of the vast tejnritoiy from 
the Missouri River to the Pacific Coast, a separate policy was needed 
because the differences between forested and nonforested lands were 
accentuated, and because of new markets for wood. During the period 
up to 1^90, settlers were without le<Tal ri.^ht to cut timber from 
public lands. Railroads havin? ^-^overnment land -rants or rirht-of-
ways could cut adjacent timber for construction purposes, and bona 
fide residents were allowed to cut timber on mineral lands; consequent­
ly, settlers had to simply steal the wood required for their existence, 
LOCAL ATTITUDES 
Since colonial times, Americans were used to takin^: whatever 
public timber they needed, and they continued to do so on an ever 
increasin-" scale. In the ¥est there were other reasons for advocating 
free timbers l) there were no early indications that the ,government 
would then or in the future make use of vast acree^fes of public 
forestsi 2) in some areas timber was in abundance but no coal or not 
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enou*?h coal was being mined; and 3) it was emphasized "that forest 
fires annually destroyed more timber than was being cut."^ 
In 1871 the Missoula and Cedar-Greek Pioneer lamented the 
absence of workable beds of coal and noted the necessity of wood as 
a material for fencing, building, and mining. It also proclaimed 
dissatisfaction with the federaQ, laws which forbade the appropriation 
of much-needed but legally untouchable public timber and declared 
that "if some solution of the dilemma is not found, we must continue, 
as we do now, to resort to downright theft for one of the most urgent 
necessities of our existence" (Missoula and Cedar-Greek Pioneer, Feb. 
Q, I871). Nineteen years later the Missoula Gazette e3q>ressed its 
unhappiness toward the government's timber policy. In a hearing 
concerning contested land cases in the Bitterroot, the paper's 
Stevensville correspondent found nothing credible in the accusations 
of the Helena land office against several pre-emptors, whom the 
land office claimed applied for land that was all timbered. In 
response to this charge, L.J. Knapp, the correspondent, retorted 
that it would be impossible for a special timber agent to know this 
information merely from "a cursory glance at the land," and besides, 
the land, whether timbered or nontimbered, was all surveyed and 
offered for sale by the land office. Against further complaints of 
the land not being able to support crops, that irrigation would 
be impossible, and that no improvements had been attempted, Knapp 
responded that the timbered bench land was the only place in the 
valley where crops might be successftilly raised without irrigation. 
He also claimed it was one of the few sites in the state where fruit 
^Butcher. 
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could be srown with success, that water was abundant and the land could 
easily be irrip-ated, and that the special agent had no proper know­
ledge about improvements, since he had not seen the land in a year 
and a half. Finally, however, as Knapp explained, "the culmination of 
gall and ignorance ^as7 reached ... in the last charge which sayst 
'It is evident that your filing was made at the instigation of the 
Missoula Mercantile Company, to whom you intend to sell the timber oh 
making final proof" (Missoula Gazette, Feb. 14, 1890). Knapp 
declared that it was "universally known" that the Missoula Mercantile 
Company was not engaged in the lumber business, and he derided the 
special agent for bringing criminal charges up against persons who 
had taken up land in good faith. 
Local attitude was also echoed by old-time loggers Roy Swartz 
of Milltown, who remembered when government timber was cut at will 
by local settlers, and Frank Berray of Noxon, who proclaimed "every­
body and his grandmother was stealing timber up here them years 
/l90k'-o£/ because they didn't have no Forest Service" (Missoulian, 
Nov. 27, 1972). 
Montanans were long dissatisfied with federal laws pertaining 
to public lands and public timber. Preston H, Leslie, the Territory's 
governor in 1867, asked that public forest lands be surveyed and sold 
to citizens under proper regulations, since no one felt obligated to 
protect such public property as long as he or she could cut whatever 
amount was necessary for personal use and whatever could be sold to 
fellow citizens. However, if all the land were privately owned, 
people would have personal motives to prevent waste and the careless 
destruction of the forests. The .<sOvernor also advocated protecting the 
forests by reserving some areas, but the Montana citizenery decried 
such an act (Report, Sec. of Int., 1886, IX), When President 
Cleveland's Executive Order of February 22, I897t was issued, reserv­
ing an aJirea of about 33i^OO square miles, a portion of which lay in 
Montana, local response was almost predictable'. The state legislature 
promptly passed a resolution protesting the order of the President, 
declaring that its enforcement "would seriously cripple and retaxd 
^/Montana's/ development," and requesting?: that the order be rescinded 
(Cong, Rec., 5^th Con^., 2d Sess.), 
NATIONAL RESPONSE 
Western land speculators were irreproachably disapproved by 
those Americans living in the East, Harper's New Monthly Mapiazine 
criticized the speculators as persons "whose audacity is equalled only 
by their success," and repxetted certain cases where "vast areas of 
fertile prairie or virgin pine forest disappear within the capacious 
maw of some soulless, unapproachable something termed a syndicate" 
(Paine, 1885). In a National Geo<83:aphic article, Richard U, Goode 
praised the setting- aside of timber lands in reserves, because it was 
previously impossible to prevent anyone desirine- to use the timber 
from entering a public area and cutting whatever quantity of wood 
they wished (r,oode, 1898), In the early twentieth century Theodore 
M, Knappen looked back and wondered how the railroads manipulated 
the laJid before building railways, and how they managed to exchange 
worthless mountaintop land for equal amounts of valuable timber axid 
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agricultural lands (Knappen, 1924), 
John B. Leiber.^:, in his report on the Bitterroot Forest 
Reserve, found much evidence in favor of the repeal of the Timber and 
Stone Act, since the individuals who ori,finally purchased leind 
frequently transferred their holdings to lumber corporations. He 
commented that the purchase money was supplied by the company and a 
bonus was provided to cover the value of the individual's purchasing 
richt under the law. In other instances, tracts avereiging from 
10 MBF to 20 MBF of merchantable timber per acre were purchased at 
$2.50 an acre, the timber sold at prices up to $3«00 per thousand, 
and the land was used for agricultural purposes afterward (Leiberg, 
1899). 
In Washington, Interior Department officials were aware of 
fraudulent land entries and of their own incapacity to handle 
speculation. In IB95 Commissioner S.W, Lamoreaux admitted that 
during the past three fiscal years special agents had investigated 
and reported back to his office timber trespass on the public lands 
of $630,286.59 stumpage value, of which $1,687,084,29 was recover­
able to the government (Sen, Doc,, 53d Gong,, 3d Sess., No. 45). 
There was also a lack of protection even for the new forest reserves, 
since there was no special law for their protection and they were 
consequently subject to the sajne statutes generally applicable to 
all public timber, and were therefore no more protected than un­
reserved lands. In his annual report of 1902, the Commissioner 
recognized the out-of-date laws, and noted that land which the 
government had once disposed ̂ of at $2.50 per acre was now worth up to 
$100.00 per acre. He estimated the srovernment's loss in laM 
dealings at over $100,000,000 and he especially lamented the con­
trolling of hu-re chunks of the nation's resources by a few individuals 
or companies (Report, Comm. of CLO, 1902, XVIIl). 
TIMBER TOESPASS 
Clashes between western thousht and eastern law were frequent, 
althoup;h many depredations of public timber land went unnoticed by 
federal authorities. Indictments be "-an in Montana by the late 
seventies, but many cases were not tried until the twentieth century. 
Early Actions 
A few early attempts at law enforcement were aimed at the 
public in "^eneral. A.M. Holter reported that in the early part of 
1877 a U.S. Marshall arrived and seized all the lumber and cordwood 
because there was no law whereby federal timber land could be entered. 
The Helena Boaid of Trade opened negotiations with James G. Blaine 
and about three weeks later, through Blaine's assistance, the lumber 
and cordwood were released. But in Montana's cold climate fuel 
was essential, and The Kissoulian predicted that "the law of self-
preservation will prove itself to be hisrher thaji any law of Congress" 
(Missoullan, Nov, 23, 1877). It further remarked how ridiculous it 
would be for the sirmy of the United States to enforce such a lawj 
We will imaa;ine the soldier boys, who have had no fire 
to warm their rations and have no hope of ever getting 
any fuel to make one, turning out some fine, frosty 
morning to put a stop to the business of the wood 
merchant who had the contract of supplyinf^ them with 
cord wood—from the public domain (Missoulian, Nov. 23, 
1877). 
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In I8B3 Commissioner K.G, Mci"'arland revealed that since 1877 
his office had from time to time received complaints by settlers and 
others in relation to acts of trespass, but these protests were of 
too vas^ue and indefinite character to warrant investigation. Evidence 
of timber depredations increased, however, and an agent was appointed 
to the Territory,' on September IB, 1882 (Sen. Doc., 47th Conf ., 2d 
Sess., No. 66), 
Cases of Frauds 
Although millions of board feet of timber had been illegally 
cut from the public domain during the late 1800*s, it was not until 
the beginning of the twentieth centuiy that the government began 
prosecutin-T the major timber depredators in Montana. 
A. the Bitter Root Development Company 
The -government charged Marcus Daly and his associates with 
fraudulently removing $2,000,000 worth of timber from lands adjoining 
those to which it had been granted cuttin;^ permits. The appellant 
revealed the stock manipulation amon^ the various corporations which 
Daly and his associates had formed during the nineties, but it 
also had to confess that it could not Tive specific details concerning 
individual depredations or the persons involved because of the 
complexity of the corporations which had been formed. The government 
tried to justify its action in a covirt of equity, while the appellees 
declared that the case could only be tried in a court of law. The 
Court ruled that the case was a trespass "to recover dajnages sus­
tained by the complainant from the removed of timber from the public 
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lands,and, therefore, was an adequate and complete claim in a 
court of law. 
Consequently, since the case could not be tried in equity 
court, the Daly orFcanization vras acquitted on a technicality. The 
rovernment still could subpoena the defendent's records of the 
lumber operations and reindict them in a lower court, but it wo\ild 
have been impossible to prevent the company from destroying their 
records, and the government could not produce enoxigh evidence upon 
3 individuals to secure a favorable verdict.^ 
B, the Western Lumber Company 
Shortly after Daly's lumber operations were indicted for 
fraud. Senator ¥.A, Clark dedicated his support to the government's 
claims. Six months later, however, Clark himself received federal 
indictments for his lumber operations. 
Clark, who did not utilize the federal permits issued in the 
nineties, had purchased timber land in 1899 to supply his organiza­
tion's needs. The government accused him of fraudently acquiring 
11,^^80 acres of land through Robert M, Cobban, a Missoula real estate 
agent, Cobban, allesredly, had used "dummies" to procure titles to 
land under the provisions of the Timber and Stone Act, which had been 
amended in 1892 to include Montana, Cobban and his associates, C,L, 
Griswold and John B, Catlin, selected the land in advance and then 
paid fifty persons to file upon it, Griswold turned government 
^Butcher. 
3lbid. 
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witness, but the Judge in Montana's Federal District Court stated 
k 
that he was not considered a reliable one. 
The appellant claimed that Clark was aware of the fraudulent 
transactions. For reasons of simplicity, the Circuit Court ignored 
the question of the le.Tality of the land patents, and "ruled that 
Clark had not known of the iller-al means used by Cobban to acquire 
the titles for the land," and therefore "purchased the land in good 
faith that the titles had been legally acquired."^ The Jud^s also 
ruled "that if the government revoked the titles to land held by an 
innocent purchaser, a third party would always be in danger of losing 
his title to land because of possible prior illef?allities of which 
he was aware.Thus the Circuit Court ruled in favor of Clark, 
as had the District Covirt. The government appealed the decision to 
7 the Supreme Court, which affirmed the rulinrs of the lower courts. 
C, the Montana Improvement Company 
As previously stated, the Montana Improvement Company was 
dissolved by the early 1890's because of suits filed against it for 
timber fraui. It was one of the first organizations to be indicted 
by the government for that reason, but the suits filed amlnst it 
were broue-ht to court after le,ter cases had already been tried and 
decided• 
^Butcher. 
^Ibld. 
^Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
6^5 
In iBSii" William Andrew Jackson Sparks was appointed as Land 
Commissioner "by L'.icious Q.G, Lanar, Sparks conducted intensive 
investiirations of depredations on the public domain, including the 
Bitterroot Valley, In IB85 thirty-one indictments had been filed 
against the Montana Improvement Company and the Northern Pacific 
Railroad, arxi an initial investigation credited them with cuttinjg 
over ̂ 5»000 MBF of lumber and bridge timber, 8^,7^ railroad ties, 
15,^00,000 shingles, 32,035 cords of wood, and 20,000 cedaa: posts, 
estimated to be worth more than £600,000,^ 
V/hen the contract between the Northern Pacific and the Montana 
Improvement Company was published in newspapers throughout the 
Territory, the railroad denied having ever owned any part of or even 
having had a conti'Ct with the i4ontana Improvement Company. Prominent 
members of the two or--'anizations exerted pressure on Territorial 
Delegate Joseph K, Toole, who in turn pledged his support to the 
lumbering interests, as did the newspa.pers and the mining interests.^ 
In 138? the KontaJia Territorial Court ruled that in order for 
the government lawfully to demand an Injunction against the timber 
operations, "it had to show specifically that its property had been 
injured or threatened."^® The next year the government seemingly 
n&ve up its attempts to indict the Northern Pacific and the Montana 
Improvement Company. Meanwhile the A.B. Hammond organissatlon was 
^Butcher. 
9Ibid. 
10Ibid. 
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destroyinf evidence and makin.?- it difficult for its opponent, the 
f^overnment, to locate witnesses." 
In 1B88 Montana sent a Republican to Washington as Territorial 
Delegate to deal vrith the administration of the same party, while 
the lumberln-T interests continued to lobby for legislation granting 
lepal provisions for obtaining timber. And Hammond hired his own 
lobbyist, Prank B. Lamoreaux, whose unc.le, W,S. Lamoreaux, was the 
1 ? Federal Land Commissioner, 
Hammond was finally indicted by the federal government in 
1912 and tried in the District Court in San Francisco. It was charged 
that Hammond's companies had illegally harvested 21,185,^10 BF of 
timber valued at $211,85^.10 from the public domain between 1885 and 
189^^-, When the Court decided the verdict in favor of the government, 
Hammond took the case to the Circuit Court of Appeals. The Court of 
Appeals ordered that the case be retried in the District Court, since 
the District Court Judge had errored in his Instructions to the jury. 
On December 30, 1918, after twenty-three years of battling the 
government, Hammond consented to pay a final judgement of $7,066.6l,^^ 
D. other cases 
The government was more successful in prosecuting cases 
against less influential people than it was against Daly, Clark, arid 
^^Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
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Hammond, For example; it was stated that the government brought 
suit against the Boston and Montana Commercial Company, in the Federal 
Court at Helena, for cutting 6,000 MBF of timber in trespass from 
government lands. The case was reportedly dropped when the conparxy 
went broke and declared banlcrviptcy In 1905 suits weire filed 
against a total of fifty-three individuals connected with land 
frauds} the value of the land involved was estimated at $1,000,000, 
and the defendents were fined between $11 and $200,^^ The year 1908 
saw three Flathead Valley lumber companies, including J. Neils, 
broueht before a hearing in which the state land registrar testified 
that they had used "dummies" in securing title to timber claims. 
There was even talk that the state land board, including the governor, 
had demarvied bribes for participating in timber grabs. In 1909 two of 
the lumber companies under investigation, not including J, Neils, were 
asked to return to the state certain lands for which they had 
negotiated (Johnson, 1956). In another case Charles Ahlm of Missoula 
was found fruilty of cutting 300 MBF of timber from unsurveyed land 
and selling it in order to raise fvoids to purchase flour and bacon. 
And in 1912 a suit was filed a,"gainst Albert W. McCone to recover 
$2,512,95^»50, which was alledged to be the value of timber unlawfully 
cut from the public domain in Deer Lodge County, Montana., during the 
years from 1P83 to 1895 (Timberraan, Nov., 1912). 
Throu«rh the Timber and Stone Act, nearly 66^,000 acres of 
^''"Stronp. 
15Butcher. 
Ibid. 
Montana forest land passed into private ownership. The government 
received only about $1,700,000 for timber worth many times that 
amount,Some of the finest forests in the West were thoughtlessly 
disposed of for $2.50 per acre, a price sometimes less than even a 
single tree was worth (Report, Coram, of GLO, 1902, XVITl). 
^^Butcher. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
When the region which was to become Montana was settled, its 
forest resources were rich and tempting. A logging and sawmilling 
industry was one of the earliest to become established in the 
Territory, but as the population was transient and unstable, so too 
was the lumber industry. Nevertheless, as the mining industry 
matured and became sophisticated, the Ivimber industry grew with it. 
Land-use patterns were established quickly, as the mills 
followed the mines, the water courses, and the accessible timber. 
"Accessible" timber in the nineteenth century meant those merchant­
able trees that did not grow on steep slopes but that did grow near 
a river or stream down which logs covild be driven. Thus logf ing 
rarely occurred sre&t distances from driveable streams or on steep 
mountainsides. Good timber close to the source of demand was 
sometimes left untouched because it could not be easily transported 
from the mountains to a mill. As steam donkeys and other modern 
equipment vere introduced, loggers became more versatile. In the 
1970'a, when our wealth of logging equipment includes skyline units and 
helicopters, "inaccessible" usually applies only to those areas 
legally protected from harvestin'^-. Most of these forests, now 
included in wilderness areas, remained in a primitive state because 
of the impossibility of their being logged with simple machineary. 
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Local dependence on lu^nber whet an antaronism towaixi eastern 
,1urisdiction; Montanans consistently defied poorly written federal 
laws regarding timber and timlserlands, sometimes for domestic and 
sometimes for economic reasons, while outside capital fostered industry 
and encouraped forest exploitation. The influence of capital also 
affected the degree of success incurred when the stealing of public 
timber was involved. Large, wealthy companies, such as the Bitter 
Root Development Company, were able to defeat the government suits 
brous:ht a>'?-ainst them. Smaller companies or individuals, not being 
able to use power and money, did not fare so well. However, it was 
the unacceptable logging practices of the large companies on huge 
areas that aroused eastern magazine writers and other interested 
individuals to campaign for federal ownership and protection of mill-
/ 
ions of acres of the western timberlands. 
Conservationists scored a landmark victory with the securing 
of the Forest Reserve Act in 1891. The passage of the Organic Act of 
1R97» which defined the use of the reserves, and the establishment of 
the United States Forest Service in 1905 added to the conquest. 
Eastern sources were jubilant; most periodicals were pleased with the 
reserves and liberally poured praise upon the Forest Service. Private 
ownership was blajned for poor management practices and for being 
responsible for unstable conditions in the lumber industry. Mean­
while, the right of the nation to retain forest lands was held to be 
unquestionable, and there was a rapid development of public sentiment 
in favor of.the application of practical forestry to the reserved 
timberlands. 
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However, the circumstances under which the conservation 
battle was won have altered tremersiously, Generally, the lumber 
industry in Montana has stabilized, scientific forest management 
practices have been accepted, widespread forest protection programs 
have been effected, and federal timber laws have been revised and 
modified. And even though practical forestry and the lumber industry 
have become specialized, the state's forest policy is not formulated 
and developed strictly by foresters and lumberpeople. With the size 
and importance of the industry, the number of available woodland 
recreation areas, and the current environmental movement, Montanans 
have increasingly drawn closer to amd become more concerned about their 
forest resources. Significantly, priorities have shifted and wood 
products are no longer the undisputed prime concern for conserving 
timberlands. Aesthetic, recreational, watershed, and grazing 
requirements touch every forest resource professional, especially the 
publicly watched federal employee. 
At the present time it would be unrealistic and probably 
harmful to open the national forests and the remainder of the public 
domain to private settlement. Conversely, it may become necessa^"^ 
for the federal government to regulate not only timbex-lands in public 
ownership but those in private ownership as well. A definite shift 
in priorities has transpired since the present forest system ard 
policy were effectmted, and this shift must be recognized and 
appraised by each individual bearing direct responsibility on our 
forests and forest lands, in order for the present and for the 
evolving forest policy to be suitable and adequate for the state's 
needs. 
Forests in Montana have always commanded a dynamic role in 
the state's economj- and in the lives of its residents. Forests 
have Ijeen transformed from obstacles to assets, and from needs to 
demands; forest lands have gone from common ownership (colonial times) 
to individual ownership to company ownership and, in some instances, 
have returned to government ownership. Today Montana's forests axe 
being managed on the basis of sustained yield, so that they will 
remain productive not only for the present generation, but also for 
future generations. Forests are being managed not only for fiber 
productions, but also for the production of recreation, wildlife, 
forage, and water. 
In order for modern individuals to understand the existing 
aJid changing policy of the forests, and to be sensitive to the 
possibilities of the futiu:e, they must appreciate their forest 
heritage and be familiar with the past. 
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APPEjron A 
Lunber production reported in Montana arai 
estimated total production, specified years, 
1869-1906, Taken from Steen's Lumber Pro­
duction in the United States: 1799-19^6 
(Thousand feet board measure) 
Year 
Reported 
Production 
No. 
Mills 
1869 12,571 
1879 21,420 1/ 
1889 93,614 y 
1899 255,685 69 
1904 236,430 36 
1905 189,291 23 
1906 328,727 84 
^Number of sawmills not available 
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APPENDIX B 
Lumber piroduction in Montana, 1900-1911 • Taken from Clarence Strong's 
papers. 
Nearest Thousand 
Proprietor Post Office Board Feet 
1900: Blackfoot Milling 
Hajnilton Plant 
Bonner Plant 
Nathan Scott Columbia Palls 1,650 
Northwestern Lbr. Co, Kalispell 8,800 
M.C. Minger Lakeview ^,000 
Enterprise Lbr. Go. Kila 3,000 
Montana Lbr. Go. Lewistown 2,000 
D.S, Motherow Co. Lewistown 240 
Big Blaclcfoot Milling Co. Bonner 155,000 
D.C. Bean Burnt Fork 5,000 
Murry and Co. Columbia Falls 1,500 
Howell Bros. Columbia Falls 750 
State Lbr, Co. Columbia Palls 3,000 
Wm. Wallace Columbia Falls 1,000 
T.C, Power Fort Benton 3,000 
Boorman Lbr. Co. Kalispell 6,500 
C.W. Huntley, Jr. Kalispell 3,250 
Idaho Lbr. Co. Kila area 1,500 
Jessup-Smith Lbr. Co. Jessup 3,000 
Coram Lbr. Co. Coram 5,000 
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190'4-: 
19061 
19091 
Lunber Production by Montana 
Redding, Schafer and Rock 
Smith Valley Lbr. Go. 
John O'Brien Lbr, Co, 
Whitefish Lbr, Co. 
Northwestern Lbr. Co. 
John O'Brien Lbr, Co, 
Boaeman Lbr. Go. 
A.O. Westberg Lbr. Co. 
State Lbr. Go, 
Donlan and Henderson 
Western Lbr, Co, 
Elk Creek Shingle Co. 
Dawson Lbr. Co. 
Eureka Lbr, Co, 
Hutchinson Lbr, Go, 
A,0, Westber?: Lbr, Co, 
Soraers Lbr, Co, 
3omers Lbr, Co, 
(O'Brien earlier) 
State Lbr, Co. 
Olson Lbr, Co. 
Northwestern Lbr, Co. 
Kalispell Lbr. Go, 
Boorraan Lbr, Co, 
Enterprise Lbr, Co, 
Mills, continued 
Kalispell 
Smith Valley 
Somers 
Whitefish 
Kalispell 
Whitefish 
Bozeman 
Halfmoon 
Columbia Falls 
Hendex'son 
Lothrop 
Heron 
Libby 
Eureka 
Whitef ish 
Halfmoon 
Somers 
Whitefish 
Whitefish River 
Columbia Falls 
KaJispell 
Kalispell 
Kalispell 
Kila 
3,000 
8,^58 
50,000 
2,500 
12,i^99 
6,000 
1,200 
500 
10,820 
8,000 
11,605 
4,700 
shingles 
11,000 
20,000 
2,500 
4,000 
50,000 
5,000 
8,000 
3,500 
20,000 
6,000 
4,500 
3,000 
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Lumber Production by Ilontana Mills, continued 
1910 (estimated:; 
Somers Lbr. Co, Somers 46,000 
Soraers Lbr# Go. Whitefish 5,000 
Hutchinson Lbr. Go. Whitefish 3,000 
Hollister Bros, Whitefish 5,000 
A.O. Westberg Halfmoon 2,500 
State Lbr, Go. Whitefish River 12,000 
Korthwest Lbr. Co, Kalispell 20,000 
Burlinj^ham Bros, Gateway 2,000 
Eureka Lbr. Cc. Eureka 20,000 
Kailspell Lbr. Co. Kalispell 12,000 
L. Morowitz Kalispell 1,500 
L.W, Kelsey Marion 7 
John Feck (Pick) Big Fork 1,000 
W. Schultz Eureka 7 
Warland Lbr, Go. Waxland 7,000 
Dawson Lbr, Co, Libby 13.000 
Enterprise Lbr. Go. Kila 10,000 
Boorman Lbr. Go. Batavia 7,500 
Jessup Lbr, Co, 
(3 sawmills) 
Deer Park, Cres-
ton, L. Blaine 
6,000 
Dayhill Lbr, Go. Eureka 2,000 
Lumber production by all Montana sawmills: 
190i^: 253.^00 MBF; 1905l 27^,336 MBP 
1906: 327,^15 MBFJ 1907s 3^^,000 MBF 
1908: 312,000 MBF; 1909: 309,000 MBF 
8a 
Lumber Production Montana Mills, continued 
19111 Anaconda Co. Bonner ll'l',5''^7 
Isaac Aldript Bozeman 50O 
Bridges Sawmill Bozeman 500 
Eureka Lbr. Co, Eureka 15,800 
Somers Lbr» Go. Somers 9,^77 
W.P. McMannamy Kalispell 1,500 
APPENDIX G 
"The Directorls of sawmills and contract loggers were 
copied from various issues of Polk Gazetteers /sic/ and Business 
Directories, Post office address of concern, county in which 
operation occurred (as the countries are now - in the early years 
larsre counties existed and in many cases these have been divided and 
new counties created ... ), name of owner or operator and whether 
sawmill, processor or logging contractor are shown." Taken from 
Clarence C. Strong's papers, 
1. 1890 Directory for Missoula County (Missoula County then included 
nearly all of western MontaJia)i 
Nesurest 
Post Office Business Proprietor 
Grantsdale lumber Kendalls, Robert, 
Daniel, Heniy, 
& William 
Missoula planing Esmay, Frank and 
Will 
Missoula Ibr, yard 
with mill 
Rankin, John 
Missoula planing McLaughlin, H.W. & 
Missovila lumber Ross, Dan H. & Go. 
Riverside sawmill Dunbar, Tom 
Riverside sawmill 
& Ibr. 
Hedge, J.A. 
Thompson Falls sawmill Erwin, Joseph 
Thompson Falls sawmill Grandchamp, Joseph 
Thompson Falls sawmill Grandchamp, Nelson 
Thompson Falls sawmill Grandchamp, Omer 
Thompson Falls sawmill McLaughlin, Matt 
Thompson Falls sawmill Russell, W.B. 
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Continued 1890. 
Arlee Lake sawmill Carter, J.T. 
Aufrusta Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Denton, Louis 
Augusta Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Goss Brothers 
Avon Powell sawmill Blood, L.T. 
Bean Carbon sawmill Duffield, Wm. 
Big Sandy Choteau sawmill Walter, G. 
Butte Silver 
Bow 
sawmill Montana Lbr. & Mfg 
Cameron Madison sawmill Lowe, Wm. S. 
Central Park Gallatin sawmill Davis, B.M. 
Clinton Missoula sawmill McQueen & McQuarry 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Bisher, Fredrick 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Flathead Valley Lb 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Olsen & Peterson 
Colvunbia Falls Flathead sawmill Kiley & Murray 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Mansfield, George 
Columbia Falls Flathead shingle 
mill 
Trumbull, Andrew 
Cooke City Park sawmill Wright, Wm. 
sawmill 
sawmill 
Potter, W.J, 
Stewart, John 
ndy-
x
l M
um
d
Business Proprietor 
,
. 
,
eaxi r. 
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Corvallis Ravalli sawmill Dunbar & Johpson 
Craig Cascade sawmill Fraser, R.H, 
Darby Ravalli sawmill Overturf, R. 
Darby Ravalli sawmill Smith, W.G. 
Divide Silver 
Bow 
sawmill Big Hole Lbr, Co. 
Divide Silver 
Bow 
sawmill Divide Timber Go. 
EkalaJca Carter sawmill Sparks & Stone 
Florence Ravalli sawmill Mason, A. 
Fort Custer Big Horn sawmill U.S. Government 
Frenchtown Missoula sawmill Cormier, Fred 
Frenchtown Missoula sawmill Hanratty & Tillman 
Fridley Park sawmill Turl.ey & Lowry 
lallup Gallatin sawmill Brothby, L. 
Giltedge Fergus sawmill Morris, P. 
Great Falls Cascade sawmill Butte.ft Montana 
Commercial Co. 
Great Falls Cascade sawmill Holter Lbr. Go, 
Heron Sanders sawmill Oman, Charles 
Heron Ssuiders sawmill Child & Rogers 
Heron Sanders sawmill 
(ties) 
Knott, Ed 
Jefferson City Jefferson sawmill Moe, Peter 
Kalispell Flathead sawmill-
Planer 
Butte & Mont. Commercial 
Go, 
Kalispell Flathead sawmill Liebert & McMannamy 
G
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2. Continued 1R96-97 
Kootenai Flats Lincoln 
Lame Deer Custer 
Laurin Madison 
Morris Cascade 
Meadow Cr, Madison 
Meyersburg Park 
Missoula Missoula 
Nine Mile Missoiila 
Monarch Cascade 
Newlon Dawson 
Phillipstuxp- Granite 
Phillipsburg Granite 
Radersburg Jefferson 
Ronan Lake 
Salesville Gallatin 
Sedan Gallatin 
Sheldon Flathead 
Sheldon Flathead 
Sheridaji Madison 
Shields Park 
Sidney Dawson 
Stearas Lewis & 
Clarke 
Stevensville Ravalli 
Victor Ravalli 
85 
sawmill Hurray Bros. 
sawmill Rickers, Geo. H, 
sawmill Dupuis, E.S. 
sawmill Woodward, F.M, 
sawmill Hawkins & Higbee 
sawmill Toston Brothers 
planer McLaughlin & O'Connell 
sawmill McLaughlin, H.W. & Co. 
sawmill Yule, Alexander 
sawmill Brooks & Levering 
planing Scott, H.D. 
planing Twohy, Fred 
sawmill Smith Brothers 
sawmill Ronan Flour & Sawmill 
sawmill Lyiide, T.J, 
sawmill Authier, Woosley & 
Authier 
sawmill Coats, D.C. 
sawmill Seek, Charles & Son 
sawmill Baker, J.G. 
sawmill Bliler, Jacob 
sawmill Lovering, Charles H. 
sawmill Bamy, Oliver 
sawmill DeNair, J.B. 
sawmill Silverthorne Sawmill 
2. Continued 1896-97 
Thompson Falls Sanders sawmill Lavell Brothers 
Thompson Palls Sanders sawmill Russell, W.B, & Co. 
Utica Fergus sawmill Burke, John 
Virginia City Madison sawmill Hawkins & Higbee 
Washington Bar Madison sawmill Hawkins & Higbee 
Washington Bar Madison sawmill Baldy Mt. Mining Go 
White Sulphur 
Springs 
Meaeher planing Blessing, John J, 
Woodside Ravalli sawmill Dunbao: & Johnson 
3. 1903 Directory for Missoula, County. 
Alta sawmill Lyons, Andrew 
Belknap sawmill Grandchamp, Nelson 
Bonita sawmill Morrison, Hadley 
Bonita logging Monahan, Hugh 
Bonita sawmill Northwest Milling & 
Co. 
Clinton sawmill Western Lbr.^ Co. 
De Borgia sawmill Donlan & Henderson 
Eddy sawmill Russell, W.B. 
Florence sawmill Bean, D.V, 
Hamilton sawmill Anaconda Co. 
Heron sawmill Johnson & Oman 
Huson sawmill Ross, M.M. 
Iron Mountain sawmill Lynch, John 
Iron Mountain sawmill St. Regis Lbr. Co. 
3. Continued 1903 
Lothrop sawmill 
Lothirop sawmill 
Missoula •? 
Nine Mile logging 
Ronan sawmill 
St. Ignatius sawmill 
St. Regis sawmill 
St. Regis sawmill 
Six Mile sawmill 
Sula sawmill 
1905 Directory for Missoula, County. 
Belknap Sanders sawmill 
Bonner Missoula sawmill 
Hamilton Ravalli sawmill 
Henderson Mineral sawmill 
Heron Sanders shingle 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill 
Lolo Creek Missoula sawmill 
Lothrop Missotila sawmill 
Missoula Missoula sawmill 
Ronan Lake sawmill 
Rosemont Ravalli sawmill 
St, Lfnatius Lake sawmill 
St. Regis Mineral sawmill 
87 
Donlan, Edward 
Western Lbr, Co. 
Big Blackfoot 
Minnehan, John & 
Ordway, E.S. 
Ronan Flour & Sawmill 
Mission Flour & Sawmill 
St, Regis Lbr. Co. 
Western Lbr. Co. 
Cormier, Fred 
Smith, J.E. 
Grandchamp, Nelson 
Bi,? Blackfoot 
Anaconda Co. 
Donlan & Henderson 
Elk Shingle Co. 
Lynch, John 
Williams, R» 
Western Lbr. Go. 
Missoula Lbr. Co. 
Ronan Flour & Sawmill 
Mittower, A.N. 
Mission Flour & Sawmill 
Riberdy, Edward 
8-8 
^. 1905 Continued 
Saltese Mineral 
Sula Ravalli 
Thompson Falls Sanders 
WhltePine Sanders 
sawmill 
sawmill 
sawmill 
sawmill 
Steffee, Perry 
Smith, John E. 
Grandchamp, Kelson 
White Pine Lbr. Co, 
Co mo Ravalli sawmill Harper, Robert 
Darby Ravalli sawmill Gorus, G.G. 
Evaro Missoula sawmill Donlan & Russell 
Heron Sanders shinfcle Holtzlander, J.E 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Lynch, John 
Lothrop Missoula sawmill Western Lbr, Co, 
Noxon Sanders sawmill Lyons, F.B, 
St. I<?natius Lake sawmill Mission Flour & 
Sawmill 
Sula Ravalli sawmill Gillogly, James 
Sula Ravalli sawmill Smith, J.E, 
Whitepine Sanders sawmill Ely, J.P. 
Whitepine Sanders sawmill Whalen, Patrick 
sawmill 
sawmill 
sawmill 
sawmill 
Gustafson, Eric 
Perkins, B.F. 
Whittaker, Fred 
Arthur, George W. 
6, 1907 Directory, Missoula County (part only) 
u 'i u* 
iv^ , 
.
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7. I'^OB Montana State Gazeteer & Bus. Directory 
Adel Cascade sawmill Gustafson, Eric 
Augusta Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill White, J.A. 
Belknap Banders sawmill Donlan, Sdw. 
Beaver Sajiders sawmill Donlan, Thomas 
Big Timber Sweet 
Grass 
sawmill Diruckemiller, Ed 
Bonner Missoula sawmill Big Blackfoot 
Cameron Madison sawmill Ayers, F.O, 
Centerville Silver 
Bow 
sawmill Cooper, Walter Go 
Chimney Rock Park sawmill Brown, George 
Chimney Rock Park sawmill Russell, F.E, 
Choteau Teton sawmill McGurk, Edward 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Francis Brothers 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Hunt & Hollister 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Jordan, A1 L. Co. 
Columbia Falls Flatheeui sawmill Olson, J.O. 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Westberg, A.O. 
Columbus Yellow­
stone 
sawmill Green, George R. 
Columbus Yellow­
stone 
sawmill Irwin, George L, 
Go mo Ravalli sawmill Bean, D.V, 
Como Ravalli sawmill Harper, Robert 
Conner Ravalli sawmill Conner Bros, 
Dayton Lake sawmill Grant, D.A. 
7. 1908 continued 
De Borgia Mineral sawmill Sterling, P.T. 
Dupuyer Teton sawmill Clack, John H, 
Eddy Sanders sawmill Donlan, Ekiward 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Cahill, W.R. Lbr. Go. 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Eureka Lbr. Co, 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Palmer, Chas, E. 
Eureka Lincoln logging Pl\iid Bros. 
Fattig Yellow­
stone 
sawmill Mosher, Frank 
Fattig Yellow­
stone 
sawmill Pierce 
Fortine Lincoln sawmill Dahlberg, Johnny 
Fortlne Lincoln sawmill Gussenhoven, Joseph 
Gardiner Paxk sawmill Piyor, Geo. R. 
Gateway Lincoln sawmill Burlingham Bros. 
Halfmoon Flathead shingle Trumbxill, Andrew J. 
Henderson Mineral sawmill Donlan & Henderson 
Heron Sanders sawmill Donlan & Moderie 
Heron Sanders shingle Holzlander, John (Elk 
Cr. Shingle) 
Jackson Beaver­
head 
sawmill Dishno, Silas & A. 
Kalispell Flathead planing Kalispell Lbr. Co. 
Kalispell Flathead planing McMannaJny, Wm. P. 
Kalispell Flathead sawmill Northwestern Lbr. Go. 
Kalispell Flathead planing O'Neil Lbr. Go. 
Kila Flathead sawmill Enterprise Lbr. Go. 
7t 1908 Continued 
Kila Flathead • sawniill Idaho Lbr. Co. 
Landuskj'^ Phillips sawmill Dewi^i^ht, Myron 
LaSalle Flathead sawmill State Lbr, Go. 
Lewistown Fergus sawmill Cox, Walter 
Lewistown Fergus sawmill McCollum, Wm. M, 
Libby Lincoln sawmill Dawson Lbr. Co. 
Livinp-ston Park sawmill Bisher, Frederick 
Lolo Missoula sawmill Harper & Smart 
Lolo Hot 
Springs 
Missoula sawmill Gerber, Alvin M. 
Long Fergus sawmill Evans Bros. 
Lothrop Missoula sawmill Western Lbr. Co. 
Maiden Fergus sawmill Swanser &, Gesche 
Manhattan Gallatin King & Largey Paper 
Mills 
Missovila Missoula sawmill Missoula Lbr. Co* 
Montford Flathead sawmill Wallace, W.J. 
Otter Powder R. sawmill Stewart Bros. 
Ovando Powell sawmill Goodfellow, A.O. 
Plains Sanders sawmill Hinchelwood, John P 
Lavis, John 3. 
Plains Sanders sawmill Russell, W.B. 
Polaris Beaver­
head 
sawmill Dory (Doris?) & Kuhs 
Rexford Lincoln sawmill Murray, Edwin J. 
Rexford Lincoln sawmill Palmer, Chas. E. 
Riedel Blaine sawmill Hilstrom, Theo. 
92 
Ronan Lake sawmill Ronan Floxir & Sawmills 
St. Ignatius Lake sawmill Mission Flour & 
Sawmills 
St. Regis Mineral sawmill Big Blackfoot Milling 
St. Regis Mineral sawmill Riberdy, Edward F. 
Salesville Gallatin sawmill Tomlinson, J.J. 
Saypo Teton sawmill McGurk, Edward 
Sedan Gallatin sawmill Tostin & Woolsley 
Sheridan Madison sawmill Baker, John Y. 
Sheridan Madison sawmill Wilcox, Wm, 
Sidney Dawson sawmill Stanhope, C.T. 
Sixteen Meagher sawmill Erickson, A. 
Somers Flathead sawmill O'Brien, John, Lbr. Go, 
Somers Flathead tie 
treating 
plant 
G.N. Tie Treating Plant 
Steams Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Urion, F.A. 
Stevensville Ravalli sawmill Balrd & Harper 
Stevensville Ravalli sawmill Buck, John 
Sula Ravalli sawmill Smith, John E. 
Superior Mineral sawmill Lynch, John 
Troy Lincoln sawmill Savage & "niomton 
White Sulpher Meaffher sawmill Edward, Frank P. 
arn
Springs 
Whitefish 
Whitefish 
vali.l
Flathead 
Flathead 
h ,
W
G
.
,
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sawmill Hutchinson Lbr. Co. 
sawmill Somers Lhr. Co. (was 
O'Brien Lbr. Co.) 
7. 1908 continued 
9 
Whitefish R. Flathead sawmill State Lbr. Co, 
Whiteplne Sanders sawmill Winn, Frank 
Wisdon Beaver- sawmill Strowbridge, C.H. 
8» Additional entries fovind in the 1908 
North and South Dakota, and Montana 
Directory for Minnesota, 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Taylor & linney 
Darby Ravalli sawmill Shook, G,L. 
Darby Ravalli sawmill Conner, J.A. 
Darby Ravalli sawmill 'Gorus, G.G, 
Darby Ravalli sawmill Bean, Dave 
Drtunraond Granite sawmill Cannonball Sawmill Co. 
Druramond Granite sawmill Hoffman, R»J. 
Drummond Granite sawmill King, John 
Froraberg Carbon sawmill Baldwin Lbr. Co. 
Eureka Lincoln logging Pluid Bros, 
Gold Creek Powell sawmill Milan & Noonan 
Heron SaMers sawmill Hinchelwood & Lewis 
Heron Sanders sawmill Russell, W.B. 
Laurel Yellow-stone sawmill Lanier, A.M. 
Livingston Park sawmill New World Reduction & 
Power Go. 
Midland Custer sawmill Lindsay, 3,G, 
Polaris Beaver­
head 
sawmill Silver Fisher Mining Co 
Woolsey Meagher sawmill Mumbrue, D.P, 
9. Additional entries for I908 not included in lists from Minnesota, 
North & South Dakota, & Montana or Montana Directory. 
Central Park Gallatin sawmill Cooper, Walter & Co 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Frederickson, S.C. 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Parker Lbr. Co. 
Co mo Ravalli sawmill Harper, Robert 
Hamilton Ravalli sawmill Langerqulst, J.O. 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Lynch, John 
Kalispell Flathead sawmill Coram Lbr. Go. 
Lake Five Flathead sawmill Parrow, T.D, 
Somers Flathead sawmill Somers Lbr. Go. 
Stevensville Ravalli sawmill Buck, Henry & Co, 
Superior Mineral sawmill Schoenfeld, Helmet 
Bow 
mill Huttig Mfg. Co, 
work 
sawmill Bozeman Lbr, Co. 
sawmill Morris, P.T. 
sawmill Adcock, George 
retail Western Lbr. Co. 
. 
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10, 1910-11, Northwestern Gazeteer for Minnesota, North and South 
Dakota, and Montana. 
Augusta 
Beaver 
Belgrade 
Bis; Timber 
Lewis & 
Clarke 
Sanders 
Gallatin 
Sweetfitrass 
sawmill White, J.A. 
sawmill Donlan & Latchem 
sawmill Horseshoe Tie & Lbr, 
sawmill Druckemlller, Edward 
10« 1910-11 continued 
Big Timber Sweet sawmill Wartmen, David 
Grass 
Big Fork Flathead sawmill Peck, J.S, 
Bonner Missoula sawmill Big Blackfoot 
Bozeinan Gallatin sawmill Bozeman Lbr. Go. 
Bozeman Gallatin sawmill Flanders, G.W. 
Cameron Madison sawmill Keller, E,E. 
Chimney Rock Park sawmill Brown, George 
Chimney Rock Park sawmill Russell, F.E, 
Clancy Jefferson sawmill Brock, John 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Adams, W.S. 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Speak, James 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Hunt & Hollister 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Olson, J,0, & Co. 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Vestberg, A.O. 
Come Ravalli sawmill Harper, Robert 
Creston Flathead sawmill Peterson, E,E, 
Cyr Mineral sawmill McQusirrie, Daniel 
Darby Ravalli logging Lowman, Sam 
Dayton Lake sawmill Strech Bros. 
De Borgia Mineral sawmill McMullen, A. 
Eddy Sanders sawmill Donlan, Edw. 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Palmer, Chas. E. 
Evaro Missoula sawmill Donlan & Btuisell 
Evaro Missoula sawmill Wagner, Edw. 
10. 1910-11 continued 
Flint Mea.'^her sawmill Kennard, O.N, 
Fortine Lincoln sawmill Dahlberg, Johnny 
Fortine Lincoln sawmill Gussenhoven, Joseph 
Fromberg Carbon sawmill Baldwin Lbr. Co. 
Gardiner Park sawmill Casey, V.J. 
Henderson Mineral sawmill Mann Lbr. Go. 
Heron Sanders sawmill Donlan & Moderie 
Heron Sanders sawmill Jenkins, E.A. & P.C. 
Hoffman Park sawmill Brown's Sawmill 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Lynch, John 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Rolctnd, Geo. 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Westfall Bros. 
Jackson Beaver­
head 
sawmill Dishno, Silas & A. 
Jefferson City Jefferson sawmill Hutton, H.F. 
Judith Gap Jefferson sawmill Smith, Frank 
Kalispell Flathead yard Kalispell Lbr. Co. 
Kalispell Flathead logging Kootenai River Log;'ing 
Co. 
Kila Flathead sawmill Enterprise Lbr. Co. 
Landusky Phillips sawmill Dwiprht, Myron 
Laurel Yellow­
stone 
sawmill Lanier, A.M. 
Lodgepole Blaine sawmill Emerson, John 
Lolo Creek Missoula sawmill Williams, Richard 
Lothrop Missoula sawmill Western Lbr. Go. 
10. 1910-11 continued 
McLeod Sweet 
Grass 
sawmill Oraf 11 S. iJ» 
Midland Garter sawmill Lindsay, S.G. 
Missoula Missoula sawmill Missoula Lbr. Co. 
Montford Flathead sawmill Wallace, W.J, 
Koxon Sanders sawmill Bunn, B.B. 
Noxon Sanders sawmill Lyon, Frank B. 
Noxon Sanders sawmill Messer, Sam 
Otter Powder R. sawmill Jackson, A.J. 
Otter Powder R, sawmill Stewart Bros. 
Ovando Powell sawmill Goodfellow, O.A. 
Phlllipsburg Granite sawmill Mun,[ras, Michael 
Poison Lake sawmill Dupuis, Camille 
RonaJi Lake sawmill Flathead Milling; 
Lbr. Go. 
Rollins Lake sawmill Dewey, ¥,G. 
St. Regis Mineral sawmill Riberdy, Edw. 
Salesville Gallatin sawmill Tomlinson, J.J. 
Sapon Teton sawmill McGurk, Edw. 
Sedan Gallatin sawmill Tosten & Woosley 
Sheridan Madison sawmill Wilcox, Wm. 
Somers Flathead logging Myers, Wm. 
Stanford Judith sawmill Digman, Thomas 
Stearns Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Urion, F.A. 
Stevensville Ravalli sawmill Buck, John 
10. 1910-11 continued 
Svila Ravalli sawmill Smith, John 
Superior Mineral sawmill Lynch, John 
Superior Mineral sawmill Schoenfeld, Helmet 
Superior Mineral sawmill Westfall, Otto 
Thompson Falls Sanders sawmill Bonlan, Edw. 
Townsend Broadwater sawmill Somerville, R. 
Townsend Broadwater sawmill West, D.F, 
Whitefish Flathead logging Micheau, Louis 
White Sulphur 
Springs 
Meajher sawmill Edwards, E.P. 
Whitepine Sanders sawmill Winn, Frank 
Wilborn Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Reining & Strom 
Wisdom Beaver­
head 
sawmill Strowlxridge, C.H, 
Wolsey Mea~her sawmill Mumbrue, D.P, 
g
r
11, Additional entries not incltided in the Northwestern Gazeteer 
for Minnesota, North and South Dakota, suod Montana. 1911i 
Polk Directory. 
Bonita 
Evaro 
Hamilton 
Hamilton 
Hylent 
Hylent 
Hylent 
sawmill McLaughlin & Clifford 
sawmill Evaro Lbr. Go, 
sawmill Anaconda Co* 
sawmill Riverview Mfg, Co, 
sawmill Brooks, A.K, 
sawmill Cox, Frank W, 
sawmill Stultz, Jack 
99 
11, 1911 continued 
Missoula 
Missoula 
Noxon 
Noxon 
Ravalli 
St, Ignatius 
Stevensville 
Whitepine 
Whitepine 
sawmill Polleys Lbr, Co. 
sawmill Riberdy Lbr. Go. 
sawmill Anderson, Wm, 
sawmill Andrews, B.B. 
sawmill B.H, Denison Lbr. Go. 
sawmill Mission Flour & Sawmill 
sawmill Hetcalf, Fred 
sawmill Donlan, Thomas 
sawmill Siebanaler, Michael 
12. 1911 Directory, Gascade Gounty 
Adel 
Evans 
Monarch 
sawmill Gustafson, Eric 
sawmill Dongan, G.H. 
sawmill Pier Bros. 
13. 1912-13 Directory for Minnesota, North and South Dakota, 
and Montana. 
Adel 
Augusta 
Augusta 
Bearmouth 
Beaver 
Bisr Timber 
Blfr Timber 
Cascade 
Lewis & 
Clarke 
Lewis & 
Clarke 
Granite 
Sanders 
Sweet 
Grass 
Sweet 
. Grass 
sawmill Gustafson, Eric 
sawmill Pings, Anth 
sawmill White, J.A. 
sawmill Beacon, W.H. 
sawmill Donlan, "Diomas 
sawmill Druckemiller, Edward 
sawmill Wartman, David 
Bonner Missoula sawmill Big Blackfoot 
Boulder Jefferson sawmill Wilson, Kilburn 
Bozeraan Gallatin sawmill Flanders, G.Vf. 
Chinook Blaine sawmill Chinook Lbr. Co. 
Clancy Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Brack, John 
Clara Lewis & 
Clarke 
sawmill Elliott, A.F. 
Clyde Park Park sawmill Criswell, C.J. & Son 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Hollister, M.L. 
Columbia Falls Flathead sawmill Jordan, A.L, Lbr. Go. 
Creston Flathead sawmill Olsen, Albert 
Greston Flathead sawmill Pererson, E.E, 
Creston Flathead sawmill Schlyer, L,L. 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Cayhill, W.R. Lbr. Co 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Sostich & Son 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Eureka Lbr, Co. 
Eureka Lincoln sawmill Palmer, Chas. E. 
Evaxo Missoula sawmill Flanagan, J.P. 
Evaro Missoula sawmill Wagner, Edw. 
Flint Meae;her sawmill Kennard, O.N. 
Fortine Lincoln sawmill Dahlberg, Johnny 
Fortine Lincoln sawmill Gussenhoven, Joseph 
Fortine Lincoln sawmill Lincoln Logging & Lbr 
Co. 
Gateway Lincoln sawmill Burlingham Bros. 
100 
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13. 1912-13 continued 
Halfmoon Flathead sawmill State Lbr. Co. 
Hamilton Ravalli sawmill Anaconda Co. 
Henderson Mineral sawmill Meinn Lbr. Co. 
Heron Sanders sawmill Donlan & Moderie 
Heron Sanders sawmill Jenkins, E.A. & F,C. 
Heron Sanders sawmill Moderie, Joseph 
Hofffflan Peirk sawmill Brown, George 
Hoffman Park sawmill Russell, F.E* 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Roland, George 
Iron Mountain Mineral sawmill Westfall Bros. 
Jackson Beaver­
head 
sawmill O'Nail, Benjamin 
Jessup Flathead sawmill Jessup Milling Co. 
Jessup Flathead lath mill Schlyer Bros. 
Judith Gap Wheatland sawmill Smith, Frank 
Kalispell Flathead planing Kalispell Lbr. Go. 
Kalispell Flathead sawmill McCabe, J.J. Co. 
Kalispell Flathead planing Northwestern Lbr. Go 
Kila Flathead sawmill Enterprise Lbr. Co. 
Lod<3:epole Blaine sawmill Beaver Cr. Sawmill 
Lodrepole Blaine • sawmill Emerson, John 
Lodgepole Blaine sawmill Little Rocky Sawmill 
McLeod Sweet 
Grass 
sawmill Craf t, S.J. 
Midland Garter sawmill Lindsay, S.G, 
Missoula Missoula sawmill Polleys Lbr. Co. 
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13, 1912-13 continued 
Monarch Cascade sawmill Pier Bros, 
Ovando Powell sawmill Goodfellow, O.A. 
Phillipsburg Granite sawmill Mungas, Michael 
Plains Sanders sawaill Hinchelwood, J.P 
Poison Lake sawmill Dupuis, Camille 
Proctor Lake sawmill Birch & Jessup 
Proctor Lake sawmill Connilson 
Ronan LaJce sawmill Flathead Milling 
Development Co. 
Rothemay Lake sawmill Walters, Frank 
St. I-rnatius Lake sawmill Mission Flour & 
Salesville Gallatin sawmill Tomlinson, J.J, 
Saypo Teton sawmill McG\irk, Edw. 
Sedan Gallatin sawmill Woosley, J.Y. 
Sheridan Madison sawmill Wilcox, Wm, 
Sidney Richland sawmill Blake, P.F. 
Stanford Jvidith 
Basin 
sawmill Dignan, Hiomas 
Sweeney Judith 
Basin 
sawmill Jackson, A.M. 
Thompson Falls Sanders sawmill Donlam, Edw, 
Townsend Broad­
water 
sawmill Somerville, R, 
Troy Lincoln sawmill Hurd & Schulz 
Troy Lincoln sawmill Rouse & Losie 
Troy Lincoln sawmill Savajte, W.D. 
Twin Bridges Madison sawmill La Porte, George 
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13. 1P12-13 continued 
Warland Lincoln sawmill Warland Lbr. Co. 
Whitefish Flathead sawmill Somers Lbr. Go. 
Whitepine Sanders sawmill Donlan & Russell 
Wisdom .Beaver­
head 
sawmill Strowbridge, C.H. 
Woolsey Meagher sawmill Mumbrue, D.P. 
1^. 191^» 1915» 1916 Directories showed G.W, Young & Sone, in 
Calvert, as the only sawmill operators in Cascade County. 
1919 and 1925-26 Directories showed none in county, 
15. 1917 Directory for Missoula, Ravalli, and Sanders Counties. 
Alger Sanders sawmill Donlan, Thomas 
Bonner Missoula sawmill Anaconda Co, 
Bonner Missoula shingle Anaconda Co, 
Conner Ravalli sawmill Lee, F.C. 
Hamilton Ravalli sawmill Anaconda Co. 
Hamilton Ravalli shingle Anaconda Go, 
Hamilton Ravalli shingle Riverview Mfg, Co 
Hot Springs Sanders sawmill Marquardt Bros, 
Hot Springs Sanders sawmill Smith & Campbell 
Milltown Missoula sawmill Western Lbr, Co, 
Missoula Missoula logging Doney, J,F, 
Missoula Missoula logging McCullough, J,A, 
Missoula Missoula sawmill Polleys Lbr, Co, 
Missoula Missoula logging Weisel, Geo. R. 
Perma Sanders Marquardt Bros, 
(Planing) 
10  ̂
15. 1917 continued 
Ronan Lake savmill Johnson, R.T. 
St. I=rnatlus Lake sawmill Mission Sawmill 
St. Reikis Mineral sawmill Anaconda Go» 
St. Rerris Mineral shingle Anaconda Co. 
Stevensville Ravalli sawmill Adams, C.L. & Co 
Stevensvllle Ravalli sawmill Baird & Harper 
Itout Greek Sanders sawmill Cox, F.W. 
Trout Creek Sanders sawmill Millison, John 
Tuscor Sanders sawmill Buna, B.B. 
Tuscor Sanders sawmill Dover Lbr. Go. 
Tuscor Sanders sawmill Millison, S.W. 
Whiteplne Ssinders sawmill Donlan, Thomas 
Whltepine Sanders sawmill Winn, Frank 
Woodman Missoula sawmill LaCasse Bros. 
16. Additional entry not inclxided in the 191? Directory for 
Missoula, Ravalli, and Sanders covinties. 1917 Directory 
for Missoula County. 
Missoula sawmill Korln Lbr. Go. 
17. 1922 Directory 
Bonner Missoula sawmill Anaconda Co. 
Charlo Missoxila sawmill Irwin, F.I. 
Lolo Hot Springs Missoula sawmill Gerber, H.E. 
Milltown Missotila sawmill Western Lbr, Co. 
Missotila Missoula sawmill Missoula Whltepine Sash 
17. 1922 continued 
Missoula flissoula savmill Morin Lbr, Co, 
Pablo sawmill Maynard, A,D, 
Ronan Lake sawmill R.T. Johnson 
St» Ignatius Lake sawmill Mission Flour & 
Woodman Missoula sawmill LaCasse Bros, 
18, 1925 Directory, Missoula County 
Bonner sawmill Anaconda Go, 
Clinton sawmill Flansburg, 0,M, 
Evaro sawmill Aune, A, 
Evaro sawmill Clawsen, P,H, 
Hot Springs sawmill Gerber, H,E, 
Lolo sawmill Schiffman, J.M, 
Lolo Creek sawmill Rossignol, Paul 
Milltown sawmill Western Lbr, Co 
Missoula sawmill Polleys Lbr, Go 
19. 1927-28 Directory for Missoula County 
Bonita sawmill Dobler, W.R, 
Bonita sawmill McFarland, A, 
Bonner sawmill Anaconda Co, 
Evaro sawmill Aune, A, 
Lolo sawmill Schiffman, J,H, 
Lolo sawmill Taft, R.D, 
Lolo Hot Springs, sawmill Gerber, H,E, 
19. 1927-28 continued 
Milltown 
Missoula 
sawmill 
sawmill 
Western Lbr. Co 
Polleys Lbr. Co 
20. 1929 Directory for Missoula County 
Evaro sawmill 
Lolo sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
21. 1930-31, Missoula County 
Lolo sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
22. 1932, Missoula County 
Lolo sawmill 
Missoiila sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
Missoula sawmill 
Clawson, H.P, 
Taft, R.D. 
Anaconda Co. 
Polleys Lbr. Co 
Aline, John 
Anaconda Co. 
Polleys Lbr. Go 
Whitepine Sash 
Aune, John 
Anaconda Co. 
Polleys Lbr. Co 
Whitepine Sash 
APPENDIX D 
One hundred early sawmills in Montana and, when known, the 
years of operation or the first yesx of operation. Compiled by 
Clarence C. Strong?:. 
Proprietor Location 
First 
Year or 
Years of 
Operation 
Aune, A. Evaro 1917-28 
Aune, John Lolo 1928-32 
Baird, Ton Bonita 188? 
Baird, Tom Evaro 1888-94 
Baird, Tom Stevensville 189^^' 
Baird & Ha3T)er Sweathouse Cr. 1898-99 
Baird & Co. vStevensville 1907-17 
Baird & Harper Davis Cr. 
(24 mil SE of 
Loio) 
191'«' 
Baird & Harper (Robt.) O'Brien Cr. 1910-1920 
Baird & Harper Warland & Eureka 
Bean, D.V. Burnt Fork 1903-06 
Bancroft, W.E. Missoula 1907 
Cameron & Van Dom Frenchtown 
Valley 
1866 
Clawson, P.H. Evaro 1917-29 
Clawson, P.H. Lolo Cr. after *29 
Cormier, Frank Huson area 1923 
Cormier, "lande Huson 1903 
- 107 -
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sawmills continued 
Garter, J,T, 
Carlton Mill Go. 
Clute - Polleys 
Dobler, W,K, 
Donlan, Ed 
Donlan & Ross 
Donlan & Russell 
Donlan, Tom 
De/~?_7ayer, J, G, 
Duffield, Wm. 
Elliott, Steve 
Elliott, Steve 
Flansburg, O.M, 
Fairbanks & Fowler 
Findell (Elmer), 
Lbr, Go. 
Gerber, H.E, 
Grant Mill 
Hedger Mill 
Harper (Leland) & Son 
Hsirper & Sons 
Harper & Sons 
Arlee 
Carlton 
Missoula 
Bonite 
Lothrop 
Six Mile 
Evaro 
Evaro 
lyier 
Bean 
Bonita 
Taft 
Bonita 
Evaro 
Missoula 
(formerly 
Polleys) 
Lolo Hot Sprgs, 
Grant Gr. 
(formerly 
Rankin's mill) 
Riverside 
Three Mile 
Eifiht Hile 
Deep Cr. 
1896-97 
1890-1902 
1927-28 
1903 
many years 
before 1910 
1907 
1910-11 
I890-I907 
1896-97 
1900 
-1907 
1925 
1906-07 
1938-45 
1925-28 
190iJ' 
1870's - *07 
1930 
1930 
1928 (for 5 
or 6 years) 
Harper, George Harlin Gulch? 1917-18 
sawmills continued 
Hanratty & Moderie 
Hayes 
Higglns & Worden 
Holden 
Intermountain 
(Findell) 
Intermountain #2 
LaCasse Bros, 
Lannen Sawmill 
Lar=rey Lbr. Go. 
McFarland, A, & J. 
McKeen's Mill 
McKeen & McQuarrie 
McKeen & McQuarrie 
McKeen & McQuarrie 
McKeen & McQuarrie 
McLau°:hlin & Clifford 
McLaus;hlin L"br. Go. 
McLau'hlin Lbr. Co. 
McLauchlin Lbr. Co. 
McQuarrie, Dan L. 
10^ 
DeSraet 
Hayes & 
O'Brien creeks 
Missovila 
Florence 
Missoula 
Missoula 
Woodman 
(LOIO Gr.) 
Clinton 
around 
Florence 
Bonita 
Carlton 
(Florence) 
Clinton 
Quartz Cr. 
Bearmouth 
(Beax Canyon) 
Nine Mile 
Bonita 
Missoula 
Woodside 
Nine Mile 
Beavertail 
Hill 
about 190 
1900 
I865 
(1st in 
Florence) 
1945-
present 
19^-
present 
1917-22 
1879 
1901 
1927-28 
I890-1902 
1895-96 
1897 
1898 
1902 end 
1911— 
1892 
1892 
1907 
190t» 
sawmills continued 
McQuaxrie, Dan L. 
McQuarrie, Dan L. 
McQuarrie, David? 
McQuarrie, David? 
Mason, A. 
Metcalf, Fred 
Missoula Lbr. Co. 
(Largey) (later White 
Pine Sash) 
Mittower, A.K, 
Moderie, Joe 
Moderie, Joe 
Moderie, Joe 
Moderie, Joe 
Moderie, Joe 
Moderie, Joe 
Montana Box Co. 
Morin Lbr. Co. 
Morrison, Hadley 
Northwest Lbr. Co, 
Northwest Lbr. Go. 
Cyr ml, W, 
of Alberton) 
Cyr (h mi, W, 
of Alberton) 
Evaro 
Dixon area 
Florence 
(Eight Mile Cr,) 
Stevensville 
Missoula 
Rosemont 
(Burnt Fork) 
Rock Cr, 
Evaro 
LaValle 
Jocko Cr, 
Valley Cr, 
(Dixon area) 
Heron 
Missoula 
Missoula 
(Defoe St,) 
Bo nit a 
Turah 
Florence 
1905-08 
1911 
(idle 
1908-11) 
1917-19 
1920-23 
end 
1896-97 
1911 
1902-11 
1905 
(1st in 
area?) 
1907-11 
190 ~ 
1922— 
1903 
189?-1900 
1900 
111> 
sawmills continued 
Northwest Lbr. Go. 
Northwest Milling Co. 
Owens, Major J. 
Pardee, Joe 
Plrthe, John 
Pirthe, John 
Polleys, E.H. Lbr. Co. 
Rankin, John 
Ross, M.M. 
Rossiftnol, Paul 
Rother, Jim 
Rother, Jim 
Rother, Jim 
Schiffman, J.M. 
Silverthome, John 
Simmon's Mill 
Sparsenberg Mill 
Staxberg & Green 
Taft, R.D, 
Lolo 
Sonita 
Ft. Owens 
Canyon Cr. 
(Hamilton) 
Fish Cr. 
(Garcia's) 
Gold Cr. 
Missoula 
Grant Cr. 
(Missoula) 
Huson 
several lo­
cations around 
Lolo 
Hog Heaven 
Seeley Lake 
Missoula 
Lolo Cr. 
4 mi, N. 
of Darty 
Frenchtown 
Valley 
Tuckers 
Clinton 
Lolo 
1900 
1900-03 
1870's 
1870's or 
1880's 
1902-12 
before 1902 
new 1910, 
1910-38 
1877 or 
'78-about 
190^^-
1903 
1925 
late 1930's 
late 19^0's 
& 50's 
19^0*s & 50's 
1925-28 
1907 
1866 
1882 
1894 
1927-29 
end 
sawmills continued 
lyier, Ralph Ft. Owens 1890 
Western Lbr. Go. Clinton 1899-1903 
Western Lbr. Co. St. Regis 1900-1903 
Western Lbr, Go. Lothixjp I89I-19II 
Western Lbr. Co. Milltown 1917-28 
White Pine Sash Missoula 1920-
present 
White Pine Sash Darby 1940-46 
(Shook mill) 
